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Snow, Freezing
Rain Ices Local
Streets, Roads

SNOW!!!- Snow and freezing rain covered Murray and Calloway County
today as driving became hazardous and county schools were dismissed
early. City street crews spread cinders and salt in the city. County crews
had their snow plows in the city before moving to the county. White rock

-also was being spread at intersections. (Clockwise, from top left) cinder
and salt trucks were out and about, traffic on several city streets moved
very slowly, birds scrounge for something to eat and a car has a difficult
time negotiating a hill.

t,.

As snow and freezing rain iced streets
and roads in Murray and Calloway
County, students in the Calloway County School System were dismissed early
while students in the Murray Independent School System remained in
classes.
According to Superintendent Jack
Rose, Calloway County High School and
Calloway County Middle School were
dismissed at noon today. Students in the
county elementary schools went home
at 12:15 p.m. The busses ran at the early times.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
of the city school system said this morning, "As of now, we plan to go with our
regular closing times and bus schedule.
If the weather does not get any worse,
there is a good possibility we will be in
school tomorrow."
Jeffrey said that afternoon
kindergarten classes and Head. Start
classes for today had been cancelled.
-We feel that as long as the
temperature is rising and the students
are already in school, we are better off
to let the city street crews work on the
streets.before-the students are dismissed," Jeffrey said. He noted that early
dismissal in the city schools sometimes
creates additional problems at home
when parents must leave work to be
home when their children return.
Both superintendents said that as of
now, no decision will be made on school
Wednesday until tomorrow morning.
The Murray High basketball game
with Wingo, which was slated to be
played here, has been cancelled. In addition, the Calloway High game with
Farmington, which was to have been
played at Farmington, has been
cancelled. Neither game has been
rescheduled as yet.
City street crews are spreading

cinders and salt on city streets.
especially at the intersections, according to a spokesman for the street
department.
Joe Bruce Wilson, county road supervisor, said that the county's snow plows
were refining in the city and that white
rock was being spread at the intersections until about 11 a.m. The snow
plows were then being used on county
roads, he said.
" Schools were closet in the western
Kentucky counties of Graves, Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Marshall and McCracken.
A light freezing rain slicked streets in
some parts of Louisville, causing some
brief tieups in rush hour traffic.
Farther north along the Ohio River.
icing conditions were worse, and
schools were closed in the northern
counties of Grant, Gallatin, Carroll,
Owen. Robertson and Trimble.
In the west, snow and sleet caused
numerous minor accidents, state police
said.
The National Weather Service issued
a travelers advisory Co?the state. The weather service said moist air
from the Gulf of Mexico was mixing
with cold air over Kentucky, causing
the conditions.
The weather service said snow,freezing rain or sleet could be expected over
the state during the day, with snow
more likely in.the north and rain in the
south.
All of the precipitation was expected
to change to snow,as colder air filtered
into the state later in the day, the
weather service said. '
The weather service predicted up to
two inches of snow by Wednesday morning in northern Kentucky, with lesser
amounts to the south.

Tobacco Sale Set Thursday FBI To Oversee Probe
The last regularly scheduled sale of
dark air-cured tobacco will be held
Thursday afternoon at both Farris
Loose Leaf Floor_ and. Growers Loose
Leaf Floor.
According to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, sales
will open in Mayfield Thursday morn-

ing prior to the Murray afternoon session.
Ellis said additional clean-up sales
will be held at a later date.
Tentative dates for the opening of
sales for the dark fire-cured tobacco
are Monday, Jan. 19, in Murray and
Tuesday. Jan. 20, in Mayfield, Ellis said.

SWEARING IN - Murray Independent Schools business ckticer Sheila
Shaw, left, administers the oath of office to newly elected school board
members Melissa Easley and Jamie Washer at Monday's special board
meeting. Easley, who has been serving on the board, and Washer, a
newcomer, were elected in November. Following the swearing in
ceremony, the board elected Don Henry as chairman and Mrs. Easley as
vice chairman for the coming year.

inside today
The Murray State Racers lost to Towson State, 79-58, Monday night in
Baltimore, while the Lady Racers lost to Tennessee Tech, 71-70, in a
game at Ftacer Arena. Stories are on Page 8.
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snow
flurries
Snow flurries tonight and turning colder, lows in the teens.
Becoming partly cloudy Wednesday and continued cold, highs in
the low 30s.
Very cold temperatures with
little chance of precipitation are
expected Thursday through
Saturday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake..

3.54 49
3.54 51

Of City Hall Bugging
. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
hasIeen called in to oversee the probe
of a bugging incident at Murray City
Hall. but inclement weather kept FBI
personnel from coming to Murray todayMurray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and
Police Chief Jerry Lee said today that
they felt an "outside agency" should
oversee the investigation rather than
the police department conducting its
Own investigation of the incident.
City officials said they were not in
position to release further details on the
investigation today. Mayor Henley said
that city attorney J. William Phillips
still has not received affidavits from all
--involved in the case and that no futher
statements would be made until
Phillips has reviewed all affidavits and
expressed an opinion on the matter.
Henley said he would be -reluctant to
speculate" as to when additional details
would be wade-public.
Chief Lee said he expects FBI personnel to begin thein investigation by
Wednesday if weather conditions do not
delay them again.
The listening device, about the size of
a doorknob, was discovered in the
squad room of the Murray Police
Department Friday night, according to
Lee, who said the device, known as a
-body bug," is police department property and is normally worn by an
undercover agent when there is a need

to monitor the agent's conversation
with suspects of criminal activity.
The device wasfound taped to a filing
cabinet in the squad room. The
discovery was made, according to
Henley. due to a tip from a citizen who
overheard squad ,room conversations
on a random-scanning police receiver
at his home.
Henley said the range of the device is
only about a block and that anyone tuned to the particular frequency could
have picked up the signal.
Henley said that, also on advice from
Phillips. no officers have been suspended at this time.
Neither the mayor nor Chief Lee
would verify the name of any suspect or
suspects in the incident.
"Verbal accusations have been made
but no one has signed their name on a
statement," Henley said.
"Someone within the department has
admitted to having knowlege of the incident," Henley said, "but I cannot
release any rimer until charges are
preferred"
"The investigation will be thorough
and deliberate and we the will not
jeopardize future legal action
by,
mistakes or mistatements during its.
course," Henley said.
Preliminary findings from the inveStigation point to the bugging device
being planted in the squad room
sometime Friday.

Chemical Bank Cuts Prime
Rate One Perceniage Point
NEW YORK AP I — Chemical Bank
today lowered its prune lending rate by
one percentage point to 19.5 percent,
undercutting other major banks and adding momentum to a broad decline in
interest rates.
The move by Chemical, the nakion's
sixth-largest commercial bank, came
one day after Morgan Guaranty Trust
Co. broke with the rest of the banking
industry and dropped its prime to 20
percent. Marine Midland Bank today
matched Morgan.
Most major banks still are quoting a
prime rate of 20.5 percent, which is
down from the record 21.5 percent that
became widespread among hanks in
mid-December.

As banks nationwide are cutting their
prime lending rates, there has been an
unusual twist: The trend-setting big
banks are, now following the lead of
smaller litinks.
"I call it the grassroots rebellion,"
said David Jones, a financial economist
at Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. in New
York.
The 'drop in the prime rate came
amid reports of a decline in the nation's
money supply, an indicator that some
believe could indicate a slowing of inflation.
And at least one economist predicts
the prime rate will fall as low as 11 percent by summer from a peak of 21.5 psri•ent In mid-December.

WAITING TO APPLY - These people crowded into the office of the
Department for Human Resources, Bureau for Social Insurance, at 203
South 6th St. on Monday, which was the first day to apply for the Home
Energy Assistance Program (HEAP). According to Diane Wilson, senior
eligibility worker, the office processed more than than 118 applications.
The $24 million federal program, which is based on income and the type
of fuel used, is a one-time payment made directly to the applicant or head
of the household. The program will last until the money runs out, Ms.
Wilson noted. She said that applicants should bring verification of their
prior month's income, Social Security number and some verification of the
primary heating source. Mrs. Wilson, who said that some people will be
eligible for full payments and some for partial payments, said that persons
may still apply at the office.

May Candidates Begin
To File Official Papers
Candidates planning to enter races in
the May are beginning to file official
papers at the office of Calloway County
Clerk Marvin Harris.
To date. five candidates have officially entered local races and one other has
formally announced intentions to run.
George Weaks has filed for the position of Calloway County JudgeExecutive.. That post is currently held
by Robert 0. Miller, who is expected to
run for reelection. Miller defeated
Weaks 4,285 to 4412 in the May 1977
Democratic Primary
State Rep. Freed Curd has filed for
re-election as Fifth District State
Representative. The district includes
all of Calloway County and a portion of
Calloway County.
Two,individuals have announced for
the office of Circuit Court Clerk. Ann
Wilson, currently chief deputy. clerk,
and Max Morns. now serving as
Calloway County Sheriff, have entered
that race. Frances Shea, whose term
expires at the end of this year, has announced that she will not seek reelection.
Bill Bailey, currently serving a term

on the Murray City Council, has filed
for the office of Calloway County
"Sheriff.
1.. W. Lyons has filed for Magistrate
from the First- District of Calloway
County. Tommy Bogard currently
represents that district.
No one has yet filed for the office of
Mayor of Murray but one candidate
mentioned in recent weeks has taken
his name out of the hat. Dr. C. C.
Lowry, a city council member, said today in a letter to the editor of this
newspaper thalitie would not be a candidate for the office.
City councilman Steve Sanupons has
also indicated his intentions to seek
reelection.

Transit Board Sets
Thursday Meeting
A meeting of the executive board of
the Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authonty has been set for 5 p m.
Thursday, Jan. 8.
According to Sue Morris. transit
system director, the meeting will be
held in the jury room of theteourthouse.
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Trudy Ellen Morris Wed
To Mr. Baker At Church

Thalman And Childress Weddinga—sm—•
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS
Babies should be taken
out for fresh air, doctors
say, lust about every day.
Even if the temperature
drops below freezing, a
healthy baby of 12 pounds
or more Can be comfortable in a sunny, sheltered
spot for about an hour
at midday.
•••

Reception Planned
At Kenlake Hotel
Following Ceremony
The approaching marriage of Miss
Gail Jane Thaltnan of Murray to Anthony Wade Childress, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Van W. Childress of
Aurora, has been announced by her
parents, Mrs. Mary Ann Thalman
and John W. Thalinan of Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Miss Thalinaa, a graduate of Arlington High School, Arlington
Heights, Ill., received her Bachelor
of Science degree in 1978 from Murray State University where she was
a member of the Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority.
She is presently employed at the
Murray Ledger & Times as a sales
and advertising representative and
is also employed parttime at Dakota
Feed and Grain.
Mr. Childres.S, a graduate of Murray High School, received his
Bachelor of Science degree from
Murray State University, and is now
pursuing another degree in accounting at MSU. He is a member of
Sigma Chi Fraternity.
The wedding will be solemnized on
Saturday, Feb. 28, at St. Leo's
Catholic Church, Murray. A reception will follow at the Kenlake State
Park Hotel.

One way to keep your
youngster warm this winter.
is with a snuggly snow suit
set. One, treated for water
repellency and made with
concealed ankle cuffs to
keep out wind and wet is a
mix and matcOlight and
navy blue set. It consists of
a down-look jacket and bib
front pants from Mother'care, retailing specialists for
mothers-to-be, babies and
children under seven. It fits
youngsters 44 to 48 inches
tall
• ••
According to the British
Royal Society' of Medicine,
about one in every two
thousand babies is born
-with teeth. One such was
Kin.e Louis XIV of France.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Joe Baker
The wedding of Miss Trudy
Ellen Morris, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Morris of
Hamlin, and Ronnie Joe
Baker, son of Mrs. Joan Nimmo of Calvert City and Joe
Baker of Ponca City, Okla..
was solemnized on Saturday,
Dec. 6, at 1 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Murray.
The Rev. Joseph Geary of
Benton, ajraternity brother of
the groom, performed the
ceremony.
Mrs. Bea Farrell. organist,
played Beethoven's "Hymn of
Joy" for the processional and
•'Angel Chimes" for the recessional.
• The Bride
The bride designed and
made her dress and veil. The
dress was a fitted floor length
gown of ivory polyester satin
with long full sleeves cuffed at
the wrist, and soft pleating at
the shoulders.
Her ivory chiffon fingertip
veil was edged in crocheted
lace. A halo of red rosebuds,
white baby's breath, and
.white stephanotis was attached to the headpiece of the veil.
This matched the bride's bou-
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quet and the groom's boutonniere.
Ms. Betty M. Swan of Springfield. Ill., aunt of the bride,
was the maid of honor. She
wore a matching floor length
gown of dark red polyester
crepe and carried a bouquet of
white cushion mums and red
roses.
L. Sam Burkhart of
Metropolis, ill., uncle of the
groom, was the best man.
Ushers were Chris Kurz,
Albert Zimmerman, Mike
Jones, and Randy Houston, all
of Morro.
The bride's mother wore a
long sleeved floor length shirtwaist dress in holly green. The
groom's mother wore a
sleeveless floor length dress of
pastel peacPh with a matching
lace kimono jacket.
. Both mothers wore corsages
of white cushion mums.'
Mrs. Vickie Houston, sister
of the groom, presided at the
guest register.
Reception
The reception was held at
the Kenlake State Park,
Aurora.
A buffet luncheon, prepared
by the bride, was served by
Miss Stacey Howie of Barlow,
Miss Jennifer Ford, Miss Jane
Fridy.. Mrs. Rita Kurz. and
Miss Terie Jones, all of Murray.
The bride's wedding cake
was a three tiered banana
cake frosted in white with red
roses. The groom's cakes
were chocolate iced in white
and inscribed with the names
of the bride and groom and the
date.
Also assisting in the serving
were Mike Jones, Keith
Bohler, Mike Thompson,
Clark Sheeks, and David Tettloff, all of Murray.
Music for the reception was
provided by the band, "Splitwater Creek" of West Kentucky, whose members are
friends of the bridal couple.
Approximately 175 guests
attended the wedding and the
reception.
The couple took a w siding
trip to Orlando, Fla., and were
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Kappa Department
Cancels Meeting
The meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club scheduled for
tonight Tuesday ; at the club
house has been cancelled
Alice Rouse, department
chairman, said the meeting
was cancelled due to the
weather conditions

GYMNASTICS
Lyndia Cochran Dance
LI Gymnastics Studio
Register Now!-Classes Begin
January 7th

PHONE 753-4647

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County Hospital,
Paris, Term., was Lillie Carter
ofFarmington.

(
Dant)

No Plums 4.1041 Wittrtll
14 HA11111,111,4011

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Biolchini in Bonita Springs,
Fla.
Mrs. Baker is employed as a
manager at Pagliai's Pizza in
Murray, and Mr. Baker is
employed by Agri-Trans Corporation of St. Louis, Mo.

PARIS PATIENT
Dalton Austin of Hazel has
been dismissed from the
Henry County Hospital,Paris,
Tenn.

Miss Gail Jane Thalman
-to wed Anthony Wade Childmss
Federal Governm('nt-

• Plans To Give Spelling Lesson To Residents
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
The U.S. Government Printing Office is trying to give
state residents a lesson on how
to'spell Utahan. But Utahns
just won't listen,
According to the Printing
Office, residents of the
Beehive state are Utahans,
not Utahns. That's also the
opinion of Webster's New
World dictionary, which
doesn't even list Utahn as an

By AbigatVan Buren

Half-Brother Deserved
His Half-Welcome
DEAR ABBY: Last week my husband's halfbrother,from
whom he had not heard in 33 years, appeared at our door
with his wife. They had driven from California, arriving at
our place in Ohio just as we were finishing our dinner. We
were hurrying to get to a meeting so we didn't offer to feed
them. It was very awkward.
My husband asked them where they were staying, and
they said, "Nowhere.- I'm sure they were planning to stay
with us, but I was expecting my parents from out of town in
a few days, and we have only one guest room, so I didn't
offer. However. I did invite them to come back the following
evening for dinner.
Now my husband says blood is thicker than water — that
we should have asked them to stay with us until my parents
arrived. I think we did enough asking them for dinner.
Please settle this argument.
MRS. VERSUS MR.
DEAR MRS.: If these long-lost relatives knew
where to find you, they could (and should) have
written or called to let you know they were coming.
Blood may be thicker than water, but after 33 years
in Califotcnia it might have thinned out a little. I vote
with you.
DEAR ABBY: I must respond to your letter from IN
LOVE IN JERSEY, the woman who was in love with a
homosexual. Your advice to "do yourself(and him) a favor
and give up" probably cost them both a valuable friendship.
Gay men make marvelous friends. They are warm, sincere,
understanding and will do anything for a friend. Maybe she
wasn't so much in love with him as she valued his
friendship.
My best friend is gay (I am a woman), and we think the
world of each other. Friends are hard to come by, and'it
shouldn't matter.whether they are male, female or gay.
LOVES A GAY IN PORTLAND
DEAR LOVES: IN LOVE IN JERSEY didn't just
"love" a gay; she was in love with him," and wanted
him to marry her. She asked if I thought he could
change his sexual preference.
I told her his chances for changing were zilch and
advised her to give up. Granted, gays make wonderful friends, but they are not for marrying.
DEAR ABBY. A very good friend of ours died after a long
illness. While this friend (I'll call him Bill) was ill, my
husband and I sent over at least a dozen books for him to
read. One in particular is irreplaceable, having"been
personally inscribed by the author. It's been nearly two
years since Bill died, ant), his widow has made no attempt to
return our books.
Although we see her quite often socially as well as at
church, we have neve} mentioned the books to her. We know
she's aware that she has them because a year ago she said,
"I'm really ashamed of myself for not having returned those
books you let Bill 'read."
How does one resolve such an awkward problem?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Call Bill's widow and tell her
you realize that she's had a lot on her mind these last
two years, so she needn't be emb
ed for neglecting to return your hook., and if it'. convenient, you'd
like to stop by and pick them up tomorrow. And when
you do, bring her a little gift of floWers,cookies,fruit
or whatever.

alternative form.
The point was raised in a letter to the editor of the Deseret
News by Robert C. McArtor,
of Alexandria, Va., the chairman of the style board for the
Government Printing Office.
He wanted to know why the
newspaper used the form
"Utahn."
Deseret News Editor and
General Manager William B.
Smart wrote back that the
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Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How to Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long. selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lagoky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
• 90212.
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GIBSON HAM CO.
Hours:

107 N. 3rd St.

7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601
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"so that adding the letters'an'
is equivalent to a phonetic
spelling 'Utaan.' To us, this
makes no more sense than to
'Arizonaan'
or
use
'Alaskaan."
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style manual should be changed not the way Utahns
customarily 'refer to
themselves.
—
"As you know;' the 'h' in
Utah is entirely silent in any
form," Smart wrote McArtor.
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i•-••••••••••Community Calendar
Tuesday., Jan. 6
Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call 753-5995
or 435-4385.
Parents of
Murray
Preschool Corporation will
meet at 7 p.m. in the class
room

•

Wednesday , Jan. 7
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Women will observe
the Call to Prayer and Self
Dental at 10 a.m. at the church. Women Nom Coles Camp
Ground, Mt. Carmel, and Coldwater United Methodist
Churches arid Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene will
iiieet with the Kirksey women.

Down the

arden Path,

Thursday, Jaa,
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 am to 3 p.m. for activities by the Senior (Adams
with lunch 412noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a in.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m.to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizenswith lunch at 12 noon.
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with the program to be on "How To Cope
With Inflation.Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
I neet at 6 p.m at the Triangle
Inn
Murray . Chapter. No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7 p.m,at the lodge hall.

Don't confuse the issue
Lawrence E. Lamb MD
DEAR DR LAMB
Recently I had my regular
checkup and the doctor said 1
was a little anemic Be scheduled me to come back in six
weeks for another test He
said that if I was still low that
he would have to do special
tests to see what was causing
a 1 was wondering if I
couldn t just take some iron
tablets and correct this on my
own without having the tests
DEAR READER
You
might just confuse the issue
Your doctor wants' to know
what kind of anemia you have
before he starts treating you
And he may find you don't
really have a significant
anemia at all with the repeat
tests
There are several different
kinds of anemia and that
makes a difference in the
choice of treatment for best
results You can have an
anemia because you don't
have enough iron That is particularly likely to happen to
young
women in the
childbearing age Or you can
have an anemia because ;Jou

have chronic bleeding That is
important A cancer of the
per. P0 Box 1551. Radio 'it y
\I4
large bowel may be the underStation, New York, NY 10019
By MRS. W.P. MAIM'S 4scoN.:44.:0%•:•:4•2:
lying cause of an anemia
DEAR DR LAMB - I realThe bone marrow may not
ize the importance of proper
To many people, the winter
next
year's
May.
be producing enough red
nutrition during pregnancy,
months with the bare trees
Free blood pressure check
remember "As the cold days
blood cells This can be from
but would there be any conand flowerless yards make a
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
keep us indoors for the next
many
different
nection
causes.
between proper nutritoo
dreary scene But as as often
at the Seventh Day Adventist
few weeks, it is wonderful to
Sometimes this is a response
tion and getting pregnant" I
Overeaters Anonymous will
the occasion, there are comto any of a number of medihave been trying to become
Church, South 15th and meet at 12 noon on the
realize that beneath the snow
second
pensating factors that make
cines Sometimes it is from
pregnant for some time I am
and ice are the dormant
Sycamore Streets.
floor of the Baptist Student
up for the bleakness After
exposure
some
typical
to
toxic
agent
of today's youth, rushplants
gaining
strength
for
spending a week in a hospital
you are unaware of Then, too, ing day in and day out, often
Singles Class of Seventh and Union, North 15th Street.
another
year's
growth.
They
in Memphis, the ride back to
the bone r,,,arrow may fail
with skimpy meals to mainPoplar Church of Christ will
need this rest period, just as
Paris was interesting. The
with increasing age for no evitain my weight I'm 26 years
Murray Art Guild will be
m
at 7 p.m. at the church
we as gardeners need a few
reason
dent
old,
5 feet 3 and 114 pounds
bare
trees
showed
the landopen from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
building.
months rest from our outdoor
Still another cause of anemAlthough my gynecologist
scape a distance from the
choresWe
can spend our
ia is an inadequate amount of
found my husband and me
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Murray TOPS take off
highway that ordinarily
time with indoor plants now,
vitamin B-12 This may be
medically capable. I was
pounds sensibly, Club will will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
would have been hidden The
Yap
from
our
embarrasse
Christina&
inability
an
absorb
to
d to ask about
gift
Bmeet at 7 p.m. at the Health p.m. for activities by the
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Looking Back
10 }ears Ago
One hundred and twenty employees
of the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company were laid off today, according to Macon Blankenship, personnel
manager of the plant Blankenship said
the layoff was due to a severe drop in
orders at this time.
Deaths reported include Donald
Tuck, 53, Henry Cecil Geibel, and Fred
Powell Warren.
Ernest T. Brooks, assistant professor
in guidance and counseling in the school
of education at Murray State University, has been appointed Judge Pro Tern
of the City of Murray for the calendar
year 1975 by William Donald Overbey,
judge of the Murray Police Court.
DT. Ray N. Waggoner, son of Mrs. J.
N. Waggoner of Murray, will leave Kentucky Wesleyan, Owensboro, to join the
faculty of Kentucky's newest state college, Northern Kentucky State, in Covington as a department head.
The 1964 class of Murray College
High School now University School )
helcta reunion on Dec. 26 at the Holiday
Inn with David Hull,former class president,as toastmaster.
The Rev. Roger Joseph, minister of
the Temple Hill and Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Churches, will speak
at the meeting of the Methodist Men
and the Women.'s Society of Christian
Service of the Bethel, Brooks Chapel,
and Independence United Methodist
Churches on Jan. 7 at Independence.

By S.C. Van Curon

Mobilitv Will Be
Domestic Problem
FRANKFORT -- Mobility of the
population of the United States since
World War II has some indications of
being one of the nation's biggest
domestic problems of this century.
And the remainder of this decade
may see this problein reach its-Clunax.
The 1980 census reports only emphasize the growing problem of the
older cities of the industrial Northeast
and Midwest; showing the shift of
population from the forst belt to the sun
belt cities of the South and West.
It is the reversal of a trend started by
World War II when great numbers of
the citizens of the South and West moved to the industrial Northeast and
Midwest to produce the material for
war It was a national emergency, and
the nation responded with almost frenzied patriotic zeal. The population moved where the established factories were
until more industrial facilities could be
built in the South and West in a move to
scatter our national productive ability
as a security measure.
Our young men went to war, but the
majority of the training camps were in
the
.
Aputh and West where our young
men got a taste of the vastness of this
nation and more freedom from the
crowded industrial cities where they
were born. The climate was more adaptable to training and the government
could get land much cheaper than it
could in the heavily populated areas.
New industry was built in the South
and West to keep froni jamming all of
the people in one small area of this nation, chiefly because there was plenty
of labor to be had in the South and West
that had always lagged economically
behind the East and Midwest.
Kentucky felt the loss of population
during and following World War II, but
the 1980 census shows the trend reversing and the state has kept apace of national growth while the large cities of
the East and Midwest have lost population in large numbers. People have
migrated from the colder climes to the
South and West which has become
known as the Sunbelt.
Financially these big cities have been

Letters To The Editor
Not A Candidate
Dear Editor,
Within'recent months a number of
Murray citizens have discussed with
me the possibility of my running for
Mayor. Thus far I've kept my options
open, but it-is time that Lmake my intentions known.
I want to continue to practice
medicine full time, and this is the basis
. for my decision. If I ran for Mayor and
were fortunate enough to be elected, I
do not believe it would be passible to do
Justice to both jobs. Therefore, I do not
&Mend to be a candidate for Mayor in
1981.
However, I want to take this opportunity to thank all of you citizens who
. have shown confidence in me, and I
hope that if Lshould run in the future, I
can count on your support.
Sincerely,
C.C. Lowry
Murray,Ky.

ASC Savs Thanks
Dear Editor,
The Calloway County ASC Committee
ind office Personnel would like to take
tIns opportunity to express our
gratitude and to say "thank you," for
the fine cooperation we received from
your paper the past year.
' It was through the prompt and
courteous service of the Ledger and
Times that kept our farmers informed
with information on farm programs.
We wish for each of you the very best
for this New Year.
Sincerely,
David E. Riley, Jr., CEO
Calloway County ASCS Office
ABOUT THIS PAGE.
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this
.page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
'exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger de
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to resporrwith their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
• not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
'' " •', .. .•!. the general publie,
a a (le, t,, the edit,. oi
an authored article onlrhatever that
topic might be.

or are now in trouble and the future
vire doesn't look bright for them. They
have asked the national government for
financial help, and in cases where help
has been provided the help has proved
little more than a bandaid instead of
cure. The problem is worsening in
cases of the large cities where many of
the residents are moving to the surburbs to escape being crowded.
A presidential study commission on
the financial problems of the cities has
recommended the decline be accepted,
pointing out that tederal help programs
of the past have failed.
Retirees have fled the colder climes
for the South and West, notably Florida,
California, Arizona and Texas.
Giant industries have moved to these
states and cities like Miami, Houston
Dallas, Fort Worth. El Pasco, Phoenix,
Tucson, and many towns along the
California coast have mushroomed in
population since World War II.
One study group has recommended
that some federal financial aid be given
to the jobless of the East and Midwest
For a long time, my two brothers and
to move to the Sunbelt and West to seek
I had talked about doing this - retracjobs, but this would merely be shifting
ing some of our boyhood tracks in
the problem from one part of the nation
Christian and Todd Counties. We finally
to another and putting undue stress on
did during the recent holidays, spenthe newer cities which have fought their
ding an entire day on farms linked to
way op from nonentity to an important
family history and walking the streets
place in the commerce of this nation.
of Guthrie, where we lived before movSince the depression this nation has
ing to Mayfieldin 1928.
tried all sorts of government programs
to solve our real or imagined problems ,— - There were four of us: Brother Jeff,
who lives at Lynnville and is retired
with partial success. There have been
from the Air Force; brother Dan, who
more failures than successes and the
has lived in Mayfield since we left
new generation seems to want to turn
Guthrie and is with Union Carbide in
away from the social nostrums for a
more workable solution.
The South and West Were handicapped by unequal and oppressive freight
rates as an outgrowth of the Civil War
bleti.ilm sr* rwthat the North inflicted on the South as
punishment.
That changed, after World War II by
necessity and it is now a .nation of true
equal economic opportunity.
Maybe what this country needs is to
let the Northeast and Midwest experience the trials and tribulations endured by the south and west to earn this
equality.

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Retracing Some Boyhood Tracks
In Christian And Todd Counties

61/10h1F1Frir

Bible Thought
endure
therefore
Thou
hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. II Timothy 2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with faith.
- -•-•
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A freakish accident claimed the life of 9 year old Kenneth
Daryl McKinney when the rear view mirror of a passing truck
struck the lad on the head June 5. The_ Faxon School boy was
buried in Elrri Grove Cemetery.
To seal total disapproval of the Clark's River Watershed District,
taxpayers Voted ten to one June 9 to-sease operation after 14 years
of dismay and disillusionment of buying a pig in a poke, although
one-third of the project had been completed. Frankfort officials
fiercely objected but were unable to sustain the objection with
sufficient legal support, hut tried to bluff their way just the same.
Over $143,000 of unspent funds were turned over to the SCS for
any future conception of political skullduggery.
In a tragic railroad crossing accident, young Donald B. Ilunter
Jr., died from injuries received when his car hit a train at the
rail crossing southeast of Murray city limps on Highway 121 South.
Calloway's superb dairy industry was mirrored by the outstanding performance of 4-H dairy judging team in contest at the
Lexington Dairy Judging Contest when the boys and girls became
the winningest team in the history of the yearly contest. Senior
.competitors from the county were: Larry Tucker, Sandra Starks,
Steve McCuiston, Steve Howard, krit Stubblefiehl, Anthony Webb,
Larry Lawrence, Kerry Wyatt arid Jerry Tucker; junior competitors
were Debra Tucker, Greg McClure, Stephanie Wyatt, Dawn Sledd,
Timr_ny Coles, Marilyn Iloward and Cindy Williams. Report of
the success story was a journalistic work of art performed by
Kathie Stubblefield, a young lady who also had a stupendous record
in dairy contests Of the past.
Calloway County Fair was on the road in full blast July 16
when events got underway with Gale Broach being crowned queen
by retiring 1972 queen, Joyce Hopkins.
•
September was a fall of tears indeed for Calloway families,
beginning with a fatal plane accident near St. Louis that claimed
the lives of Mrs. Havanna Rutledge and her just-graduated MSU
daughter, famelia Rutledge, on July 2.3, 1973,_in an accident that
killed Sti'
persons on an_Ozark airline flight. They were buried in
the City Cemetery.
Dr. Ralph Woods, fourth president of Murray State University,
1945 to 1966, died from a heart attack September 25, after suffering
a series of attacks since 1967. Dr. Woods brought to Murray an
academic excellence and business administration unrivalled in its
lorm history
Ito. was ttlso a tremendous asset to the social,
church and business life of his adopted city. He was buried in
Wickliffe Cemetery.
By Dorothy

T? Be Consariad

Paducah; J. W. Chapman, a boyhood
friend who moved back to Graves County 18 months ago after 42 years in
Chicago, 31 of which were with the company that makes Hammond organs;
and I.
"I love every minute of it!" J. W. exclaimed when-llsked him how he liked
being back home again. "I don't miss
that city one bit!"
+++
Our first stop was the farm six miles
west of Hopkinsville where I spent entire summers as a boy with an uncle
and aunt. My brothers had been there
many times as youngsters, too, when
the entire family would visit.
We recalled sliding down the tin room
of the ice house, sliding on ice on the
pond in winter, wading and floating
boats in the creek and in the big concrete watering trough at the stable and
rolling hoops with James and John, two
little black friends who lived in one of
the several cabins on the place.
We didn't find things much as we
remembered them. Our uncle sold the
farm after our aunt died in the mid1930s, remarried and moved to the
Pembroke area, where he died some
years later.
Several have owned the place since
then, and many changes have been
made, although the front section of the
stately two-story house is much the
same. A lawyer from Paducah owns it
and lives there today, but was in
Louisville when we were there.
The devastating tornado of two years
ago literally wiped out the huge oak and
walnut trees in the 200-yard-deep front
lawn, and gone are the cabins, the ice
house (its deep straw-lined holding pit
filled in), the smoke house and chicken
houses. Only the big concrete silo and
the watering trough remain where the
stable and windmillvere.
The creek, or "bratich" as they called
it, is still there but not nearly as wide or
as far from the house as we
remembered it. All the big trees, felled
by the tornado, have been cleaned up
and the sink-holes among whose huge
boulders we climbed and played many
en imaginary game of cowboys and Indians have been filled and bull dozed
over.
+
From there we went into
Hopkinsville, parked and walked
around our Grandfather Garrott's
home on South Virginia at 21st Street. I
wish I knew how many rooms were in
the big old place, but it is a far cry today from the courtly home presided
over by our grandparents and their nine
children.
We were just thankful they couldn't
see it in its present condition.
+++
Our next stop was the farm near Fort
Campbell upon which our grandfather
is .buried in a 50-foot-square family
graveyard. That was the main reason
we made the trip, to see what was needed in order to clean it up.
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An uncle kept it mowed and neat until
his death 11 years ago. Since then, little
has been done to maintain it. We found
the fence just about down and the place
so over-grown in brush and briars it
was difficult to find the headstones.
This was the farm where our grandfather grew up, and his parents,
brothers and sisters are buried there.
Our grandmother, who died in 1947,
often said she "didn't want to be buried
out there in that hog lot," and is buried
in the Hopkinsville city cemetery. I can
understand her thinking.
There are 177 acres in the farm today,
and it is owned by Frank R. Buhler, 81.
He bought it in 1942, coming out of
Stewart County, Tenn. The homeplace
is two stories, has eight rooms i most of
which are 18 feet or more square withhigh ceilings) and two double halls. It is
believed to be almost 200 years old.
+++
From there we went to Pembroke to
the farm where our father grew up,
known then as "Grey Gates." Owned
since 1948 by Norman Lazare, a New
Yorker, and known today as -Runnymeade Farm," it is a beautiful, wellmaintained, prosperous-looking place.
The driveway is White limestone,
more than half-a-mile long and lined
with young pin oaks, which have since
replaced the big old trees shown in our
father's early pictures. There are
highly productive acres in the farm today, and herds of Black Angus-cattle
graze in uniformly-fenced fields.
Mr. Lazare lives in a modern home he
built on the place, and one of his farm
managers lives in the big old
homeplace. He graciously pointed out
the buildings that were there when our
grandfather farmed the place, and invited us back anytime.

no

+++
Our last stop was a nostalgic visitto
Guthrie. Rather than drive through
town, which you can do in about a
minute, we parked at its edge and walked down Park Street, now U. S.
Highway 41-A and the one upon .which
we lived, recalling who lived in this and
that house as we passed.
Most of them are much the same,
although showing typical signs of the
years. Lucy Hunter's folks would blow
their stacks if they could see the cruddy, run-down condition their neat little
white and yellow place is in today. We
all agreed to that.
The house where Dorothy Overbey,
Ed Norris and Nancy Burdick grew up
just down the street and across from
the Baptist church looks much the same
as we remembered it.
We walked all the way to town from
where Jack Bryant, the Murray popcorn man, grew up, and down its main
street, trying to recall which stores
were where the glaring gaps are in the
ghostly business district today.
The trip was a sobering experience as
we turned time backward and were
children again just for the day. We are
going to do it again,for, as someone has
said,"in time take time while time doth
last, for time is no time when time is
past."

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wulf
We are all tempted at times to equate
freedom with escape from society, with
,"getting away from it all."
In his Ristory of European
Liberalism (1927), the Italian scholar
Guido de Ruggiero provides an interesting response to one afflicted with
this temptation:
The isolated individual is less
free than the man who lives in the
family, in socia4,..aro' in the
State, because family, society
and State offer him an increasingly wide sphere of activity in
which to strengthen and enrich
hit personality.

20 lears Ago
• Wayne Flora, former sheriff of
Calloway County, and M. H. Ryan,
owner of Ryan Shoe Store, were administered the oath of office as school
board members by Calloway County
Judge Waylon Rayburn at a special
meeeting on Jan. 3. Dick Sykes was
elected chairman and Ryan as vice
chairman. Other members of the board
are Hilton Hughes and Ed Frank Kirk.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jessie
Nix Cayce,49.
James T. Thompson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Thompson of Murray, has
been named as chairman of the accounting department at Memphis State
University, Memphis,Tenn.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, superintendent of the Paris District of the
Methodist Church, will speak at the second quarterly conference of the Lynn
Grove and Goshen Methodist Churches
to be held Sunday at Goshen.
The Murray State College
Thorougbreds beat the Middle Tennessee team by the score of 97 to 58 in a
basketball game at Murfreesboro,
Tenn. High team scorers were Herndon
for Murray and Jones for Middle.
In high school basketball games, Benton beat Murray College High School
with Cunninghamn as high scorer for
Benton and Jerry Grogan for College
High.
Folger's coffee is listed at 69 cents
per pound in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week.
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30 Year Ago
Noble James Knight and Jackie
Knight have volunteered for the Air
Force. They are now taking basic training at the air force base at San Antonio,
Texas.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Virgie
Maynard,56.
Bill Crass,son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Crass,junior in the college of the arts at
the University of Cincinnati, Cincin•riati, Ohio, has been initiated into active
membership of the national military
society, Pershing Rifles.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy E. Redden on Dec. 28, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Humphreys
on Dec. 28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Gaulding on Dec. 29, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Thurman, Jr., on
bee. 29, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Porter Holland on Dec. 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cable of Murray
attended the football game between
Kentucky and Oklahoma held New
War's Day at the Sugar Bowl, New
Orleans, La.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Young Lovers" starring Sally
Forrest and Keefe Brasselle.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 6, the sixth
day of 1981. There are 359 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 6, 1838, in Morristown, N.J.,
Samuel Morse gave the first public
demonstration of his telegraph.
On this date:
In 1412, French heroine Joan of Arc
was born.
In 1540, England's King Henry V111
married his fourth wife, Anne of Cleves.
In 1912, New Mexico became the 47th
state
In 1950, Britain recognized the communist government of China.
Five years ago: Moscow rejected
Washington's claims about Soviet intervention in Angola.
One year ago: The United Nations
Security Council opened debate on the
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Danny Thomas is 67. Actress Loretta Young
is 68. Pollster Louis Harris is 60. Author
El.. Doctorow is 40.
Thought for today - A bad man is
worse when he pretends to be a saint. English writer-philosopher Francis,Bacon (1561-1626 ).
•
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The Building Corner

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Windows Can Save
On Energy This Winter
Id
421

oetween the cold outer glass
By Roy Harmon
and the warm inner glass thus
By this time of year we
insulating the inner glass
should have our homes
against sweating. By the same
tightened up for the cold monreasoning, if there are poorly
ths ahead. Just one more note
constructed and installed
regarding your windows
storm sashes outside and a
before moving on to other
tight prime window inside, the
thoughts.
sweating will be on the prime
As I move about the area
window.
and observe the houses, I see
Windows installed when the
many homes where the storm
house is built are not
windows are steamed or iced
necessarily a house time inup. Maybe this is a problem at
stallation. Very often an inexyour home. 1 have been
pensive unit is installed in a efaround the window business
fort to conserve cost of the
for a number of years and this
building or sometimes its the
is a frequent complaint after
mistaken idea that one winthe installation of storm window is just as good as another.
dows. This is not the fault of
Both views are, in the long
the storm window or its inrun, foolish. Why waste all
stallation. In fact, it is a sign
that energy to heat the air and
that the storm window is doing
let it escape through and
what it is supposed to and that
around these cheap windows?
being to keep out the cold air.
Saying nothing about how unWhat is happening is that the
comfortable you are as you sit
main or prime window is not
close to it. Buy good windows
doing its job which, after
storm windows have been applied, is to keep the warm air
inside. The warm air is leaking through or around the
main or prime window sash
coming in contact with the inay BARBARA MAYER
side surface of the storm sash.
AP Newsfeatures
Due to the cold outside air the
The difference between good
glass and metal is cold and the
decorating and bad decorating
isn't money. It's creativity.
warm air coming in contact
If you doubt this, listen to
with this cold surface conthree decorators who were
denses into water vapor and
asked for advice for do-it-yourhangs in droplets which we
selfers with limited funds and
big ideas.
call sweat. When the prime
"It doesn't cost anything to
window is tight and a good
educate your eye," said Janet
storm sash is properly in place .Rosenberg,
who has a design
there is a cushion of air space
studio in Upper Montclair, N J.

-

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - In the past. I have
made openings in plaster walls
for the installation of electrical outlets. This time I have
to make a similar opening in a
wall made with gypsum boards.
Does the outlet box get attached to the wall itself or to a
stud?
A. - Either. An attachment
to a stud is stronger, but be
sure you get an outlet box that
has a metal wing on the side.
This wing is fastened to the
stud. A different type of box is
available for direct attachment
to the wall.
Q. - I have an unfinished
cabinet which has very rough
wood. I would like to use a belt
sander to get the roughness out
of the wood, switching later to
an orbital sander. Do I use the
belt sander with the grain'
A. - Yes. Apply only a light
pressure, since a belt sander,
works best when it is controlled Pressed hard or carelessly, it can take off too much
wood.
Q. -We will be putting a
fence around our yard some
time in the future. To settle an
argument, tell us whether it is
easier to paint the wood before
the fence is put up or after'
Also, is It easier to spray the
fence after it is in place'
A. - It usually is better to
paint the various pieces of
wood before assembling the
fence. Yes, spraying is somewhat easier, but it does waste
paint, since some of it goes off
into the air. If the waste
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when you build or
Check the air infiltration rate
that the unit has always
remembering that the lower
the number the better the unit.
AU good window manufacturers will have this inforinaUon available. For instances
the season - all company
publishes an air infiltration
ratio for its new vinyl window
of .29 tested at 15 m.p.h. winds
load.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
The person who can't even
-hammer in a nail straight"
actually exists He's usually the
fellow who considers a hammer
such a simple tool that it
couldn't possible be misused.
To hammer a nail straight,
rest the face of the. hammer on
the nail as you hold the nail
with the index finger and
thumb of one hand Draw back
the hammer and give a light
tap to start the nail and determine the aim. Once the nail
has caught hold, remove the
hand that was holding it and
strike the nail a second blow, a
bit harder. From then on, use
fI rm strokes whale concentrating on what you are
doing. Even the quickest glance
away from the nail can send
the hammer face off target
For fine work, the nail should
be of the finishing type so that
the head can be driven slightly
below the surface of the wood.
Use a nail set to do this, setting
the nail head about one-sixteenth 'pf an,inch below the
wood surface. To prevent the
nail set from slipping off the
head oi the nail, rest the little
finger on the work and press
the nail set firmly aggInsi it as
you hammer gently. A hammer is held firmly
near theend of the handle The
blow is then delivered through
the wrist, the elbow and OW
shoulder. One or all should be
brought into play, depending on
the strength of the blow to be
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Replacing old windows
which pour your expensive
heated air to the outside are
now easily and economically
replaced when you consider
the savings, in fuel coupled
with the tax incenitives provided by the government. By
replacing these units you will
be the same time cut your
energy costs and improve
greatly the appearance and
comfort of your home.

--7-1-ON THE
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SOD NN .3 SOD RAI.2
Kr 10
.13' .12'
FLOOR PLAN

THREE BROAD-HIP ROOFS ARE A feature of this three
bedroom, ranch house. Vertical siding and brick veneer are
combined to enhance the apparent length of the house. Plan
HA11/44A has 1.427 square feet For more information write
- enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd., Melville,
N.Y. 11748.

Give Decorating a Creative Touch

I

doesn't matter and you decide
to spray, better pick a day
when there is very little wind.
Q. - Water has been coming
into our basement for years
and we finally have decided to
have it fixed. A plumbing contractor tells us that the water
is coming through the floor
from some kind of sphng or
stream deep in the ground. He
says it is impossible to fix and
suggests the installation of a
sump pump. Is this practical?
A. - The plumber's statement that it is impossible to
Lake care of the trouble actually means that it would cost too
much to have the work done.
He is really doing you a favor
by telling you that. A sump
pump is installed in the floor at
its lowest point. When the water reaches a certain height in
the pump, it starts a motor,
which puts the entire mechanism in operation to get rid of
the water before it rises on the
basement floor. If properly installed, it does the job effectively.
(Leaky faucets, balky toilet
tanks, clogged sink drains,
noisy pipes and tank eondensation are among the subjects discussed in Andy Lung's
booklet, "Make Simple Plumbing Repairs." which can be obtained by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
1174.3. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

tSco.

THE"Victorian"
BY CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

A beginner can develop confidence by accumulating infbrmation from magazines in her
opinion_
"Cut out any room or decorating idea you see and like and
then put it in a reference file
for future use," she suggested.
Another no-cost way to educate
yourself is to pay close attention to any environment in
which you find youself. "Ask
yourself what is it about the
space that is pleasing or irritating," she said. The habit of noticing will soon make it clear
what kind, of spaces are especially appealing to anyone who
tries this trick, she added.
When it is time to begin the
first decorating project, start
out with something small. Allow enough money to complete
the entire room, limiting yourself to projects small enough to
fit into your budget_
Take a photo of the room
after removing all loose Mscellaneous accessories. The
photo will reveal better than
the naked eye the room's deficiencies, according to Ms.
Rosenberg_
If money is lacking, search
for ideas that provide the maximum effect. That almost always means using color.
"The use of color is the
cheapest and most effective
decorating ploy," according to
Joseph Freitag, president of the
New York area chapter of the
American Society of Interior
Designers.
"It costs the same to paint
the wall red as it does blue, so
a good color sense can make
the most difference for the
least money," he added.
Anyone who is willing to put
in the time and effort can learn
how to use color, but a tip for
novices is to pick a print you
like with three or four colors
and use those colors for your
scheme.
"Then don't use the print.
You don't need it once you've
got your scheme:' noted Freitag.
If you choose colors you really like, chances are they will
appeal to you for years. But if
you do need to introduce a new
element into an existing room
that you do not wish to otherwise change, make sure that
element is ins muted color.
-If you make it too bright,
it's going to make the rest of
the room look dated and old,"
said Freitag.
A clever decorating idea that
doesn't have to cost much is to
make up a wall grouping of objects and artworks that have
special significance.
"In my own home, I have
such a grouping which has
among its elements a diploma,
an award for catching a fish,
some sketches and Christmas
cards that were too pretty to
throw away," said Freitag.
"The only criterion for including the objects is whether

or not you like them.
"If you decide to make such
an arrangement, make sure it
is installed in a spot where
people can get up clone to look
alit. After all, that's the whole
point of the thing," he added.
The use of an unexpected object in a surprising setting can
be an effective, yet inexpensive, decorating trick, according to Cathy Crane, a designer and author of "What Do
You Say to a Naked Room"...
For example, in a bedroom
that illustrates the principle, a
large orange beach umbrella
was opened and set at a slant
in a bucket filled with pebbles
against a purple wall. Orange
throw cushions were set on the
bed.
-The bedroom gave a feeling
of shelter and warmth that was
very pleasing," said Ms. Crane.
For a children's room, such an
idea could be adapted by hang-

ing colorful kites from the ceiling.
Lighting offers another inexpensive way to add drama to
a room. For example, set a
floor canister light behind a
large plant. The light will reflect and enlarge the pattern of
the leaves on the ceiling, softening a cold room and providing an agreeable air of mystery
in an ordinary room, she said.
It is simpler than one might
think to outline a room with
light, added Ms. Crane. For example, you can mount a shelf
of opaque' glass or plevglass
behind a sofa. Install lights underneath and the effect will
make the room look larger.
Once you get started, you'll
find ideas that look great and
don't cost much every-where.
said the designers. The result
will be better decorating and a
rewarding sense of self-satisfaction.

struck.
When buying a hammer, hold
it in your hand and swing it as
though you were driving a nail
mto wood Do it again and
again, since the all-important
factor in getting the correct
hammer is how it feels to you
If you are a golfer, you know
how a difference of an ounce or
two can affect your swing The
most corrunori household hammer is usually marked on the
head with a weight designation
of 16 ounces That's the weight
of the head not the complete
hammer But if a 16-ounce
model feels too lieu or too
heavy fur you, try one with a
different weight designation
The ordinary hammer has a
claw for withdrawinlg nails A
ball pein hammer is for hitting
small hand chisels and
punches, and for riveting, shaping and straightening unhardened metals A 3-pound harddrilling hammer is the proper
tool for striking cold chisels,
brick chisels and star drills, as
well as driving home hardened
masonry nails There are various other types including a
magnetic track hammer to help
set tacks with one end before
driving them home with the

other
Loose or damaged hammer
handles cause quite a few accidents each year, principally because people won't take the few
smooth necessary to inspect
the hammer before it is used A
quick glance at the handle is
all that is necessary to see
whether it is loose or damaged
Another quick glance at the
head will tell you whether its
striking face and edges have
any dents or chips You can repair a damaged handle, but
when the face is damaged, the
hammer should be discarded
To remove a nail, slip the
claw of the hammer under the
nail head and pull until the
handle is nearly vertical and
the nail partly drawn The rest
of the nail will come out easily
if a piece of wood Is slipped under the head of the hammer to
increase the leverage and relieve unnecessaj, strain on the
handle
I Do-it-yourselfers will find
many useful tips in Andy
lang's -handbook, Practical
Home Repays," which can be
obtained by sending 21.50 to
his paper at Box 5, Teaneck,
N.J. 07666

Luxurious Ellisse
Grande Lavatory

China exports about 5,000
tons of tea-stick bamboo a
year. Much of it goes to
Europe where it is used for
tomato supports, ski poles,
fishing rods, furniture or edge
markers for snow-covered
roads, according to National
Geographic.

Sayt energy _while cooking
by placing small pots on small
burners and covering pots to
avoid heat loss.

ome WOODDrilirTER
DO IT YOURSELF AND SAVE

Build a Bed With Storage
Have you ever noticed
how many things can accumulate under a bed? And
have you ever wondered
how to put an end to this
clutter and get organized at
the same time?
Here's how: build a plat1
form bed, complete with
• •
: :: : : : : •
storage. it's easy. to build,
The Ellisse Grand lavatory from American-Standard brings
nice to look at ... and puts
the elan and elegance ot European pedestal styling to the
the wasted space in your
home to work.
contemporary bathroom Just one component of the stunning
new Ellisse integrated bathroom suite the luxury of the
First of all, here are the
Ellisse Grande is accented by the generous size of the new
materials you'll' need; two
2 x
lavatory
panels 3/4" x 4' x 8' inte- 39.
31 The Mak, sculpted lines of
his new lavatory are handsomely complemented by the
rior grade plywood (good
:ontinental design of the new Dualux fitting in gleaming
one side); one panel 1/4" x
.hrome
3' x 3' plywood (good one
- side); three 2" r x 4" x 6'
lumber; two 2" x 2" x 6'
i.-- see
4
lumber; one 5/8" a 3' a 6'
.., JAddfin
Tr
rt r....,
MOOMM.,(.44.
particleboard; three 2" x 2"
Iles
111-Alr...,
x 6' lumber; two 2" x 2" x
41,....7c
'l k
•
1.,....
I
10' lumber; two 3/4" x
•
,,_,, -4
I'
*.
•
../..... filo".
to, \2
.. .5.
37-1/2" piano hinges with
... r t
Amide 1...•
screws; eight 1/4" x 3-1.'2"
-- '
'
carriage bolts with nuts;
thirty-six
.1 2
flathead
Licensed For
. wood screws; glue, wood
Commercial & Residential
filler, 8d finishing nails, fine
ArAVW,fait
sandpaper and clear sealer
or interior semi-gloss enamel
paint.
Use the diagram above as a pattern for building—
a lbed
Before beginning, check with storage. Then you can really rest
on your laurels.
the measure of the mattress
to be used and adjust length
of the framework, as shown.
and width dimensions to fit.
Glue and screw ledgers in
DELTA. .DELTA. . .DELTA. ..DELTA. . .DELTA. . .DELTA. . .DELTA.. .
Start by constructing your place.
pre-cut 2" x 4" and 2" x 2"
Next, cut and attach the
base, notching the larger 2'' storage doors, finally laying
OX
x 4" to assure a tight fit the mattress platform in
with the 2" x 2" supports. place. Sand, fill where necCS
Then, construct the end essary, then paint or stain to
panels, drilling where neces- finish.
sary as shown in the dia0
Now, take a break and try
, 4
gram.
it out.
NO
Once the end panels 'rein
10%)
For more easy home proi•
place, attach the remeinder
di*
ect ideas and. plans, send

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372
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Here's the finished product:
a platform bed, complete
with
storage
spays.
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$1 to "Woodworks" Dept.
NAPS, Georgia-Pacific
Corp, 900 S.W. Fifth Aye,
Portland, Ore 97204
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Murray Wholesale

Electric Co:
206 East Main — 753-R194

Made in I-buston, Tess, this plug
In electronic air cleaner
comes complete with an eutornatIc
edict-stets sir switch. the
power pock to make It wort. and the
high efficitanCY Mier
cell which will last tor years Just
unplug 10 10 take It out for
washing - and plug It back In II
automatically waits until hi
dry before going back Into operation
Not only doss this
electronic air cleaner make beautthrt air
haggis keen Mt conditioning coils, duct, tot breathing but 11
welts and fumnure
cleaner

HAVE
A
HEARTH!
Enjoy using your fireplace, but have no illusions
about the heat you get from
it. It may be warm right
near the hearth, but overall
a fireplace draws heat out of
the house and sends it uselessly up the chimney. To
prevent this, buy a glass
screen instead of the conventional metal mesh. Better still install a Theistolator," a device which actually captures hearth heat
and sends it into the room.

hen your

... your
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PICKEAS
ELECTRIC SLPPIt
PICKENS,

the Delta Faucets
You'll be pleased!

WE DELIVER

0
o

Catering To All Your
Plumbing& Electric Needs

901 Arcadia
753-6822
5,113183WV . ..DELTA. . .DELTA...DELTA

.DELTA. . DEM
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'Junk Food' Committee Starts Milk Investigation
By STEVE BREWER
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK, Art AP
Phyllis Brandon was president of the Little Rock PTA
when a conunittee of mothers
began checking the "junk
food" content of cafeteria lunches and along the way
discovered that all the bids for
nulk contracts were identical

Mrs Brandon was puzzled
The
questions
she
subsequently asked led to a
state investigation, a federal
price-fixing lawsuit and the
largest antitrust settlement in
Arkansas history.'
Three dairies were indicted
by a federal grand jury and
pleaded no contest to criminal
antitrust charges Salesmen
for two of the dairies served

brief federal prison sentences
On Wednesday, U.S District
Judge G Thomas Eisele is expected to accept a 62,425,000
settlement from those three
dairies and a fourth, all charged in a separate state civil
suit
Merl Barns of the state attorney general's office said
the milk price investigation

had uncovered an organized
scheme among the dairies to
ink pnces to state institutions
aM wholesalers and a more
loosely organized price-fixing
setup for the schools.
No estimate of dollar loss to
the schools has been made
because the price-fixing practice apparently extended well
beyond the seven-year boundary on the statute of lunita-

London Armory Plans Okayed
By DIANA TAYLOR
in the project would mean losAssociated Press Writer
ing that money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
But the proposal raised a
A legislative committee has number of legal questions, inapproved plans to build a new cluding whether the armory
National Guard armory ai was to be considered a "new"
London, but only after receiv- project because of the change
ing a commitment that the in the plans, which would proplans would be scaled down by
hibit committee action under
more than $40,000.
the law.
As approved in the 1978 and
In reviewing the plans, the
1980 state budgets, the work corimuttee's staff said it conwas to have been an addition sidered the armory a new proto an existing structure at a ject and, as such, outside the
cost of $716,000.
panel's jurisdiction.
But the proposal which
The committee also discusscame before the Capital Con- ed the possibility of taking no
struction and Equipment Pur- action on the proposal and senchase Oversight Committee ding it back to Finance
Monday was for a new facility Secretary George Atkins for a
which would cost more than final decision.
Ell million. •—• But after considerable
Adjutant General- Billy G.-,--..4tscussion of the intent of the
Wellman. in seeking the com- General Assembly in approvmittee's approval, told the ing the original plan, the comgroup that the amount of
mittee voted to consider the
federal funding for the project
proposal as a revision of the
would be increased by more
earlier one, rather than as a
than $350,000.
new project.
To get the federal funds, he
"I think it's time the
said, Kentucky was commitlegislature made the decited to begin working on the
sions...and put the monkey on
building by Oct. 1 and a delay
our back" instead of that of

the executive branch, said
Rep. Mary Ann Tobin, 13Irvington.
That matter settled, the
committee found itself facing
another question of legality —
whether the amount of money
involved exceeded the expansion of a project allowed under
the law without action by the
full legislature.
The law stipulates that such
expansions are Jirnited to 25
percent of the original amount
of money available from "all
sources." As proposed, the armory would have exceeded
the limit by $42,329.

The committee did not
agree with Wellman's contention that the 25 percent limit
should apply only to state
money.
"The statute is very clear in
saying from 'all sources,"
said Sen. Ed O'Daniel, 0Springfield.
But is also was clear that the
committee wanted to approve
the project, suggesting to
Wellman that he trim the project to comply with the limitation.
After an initial reluctance,
Wellman agreed to cut the
proposal to $1,077,373.

Common Cause May Cost U.S.
WASHINGTON
AP, —
Common Cause says Congress
and the federal government
may be costing the government billions of dollars each
year by not using the General
Accounting Office effectively.
Common Cause, which
describes itself as a public interest group, said Tuesday
there should be more followup
on GAO audits to ensure that

flaws found by the GAO are
corrected later.
The group's study also Congress should pay more attention to GAO reports and that
the Office of Management and
Budget, part of the executive
branch of government, should
make sure executive branch
agencies respond to GAO efforts.

uons, in 1973.
Attorneys involved in the
case credit Mrs. Brandon with
a major role in breaking up
the price-fixing ring.
As her husband, Jim, put it,
"She's the one who kicked
over the milk pail."
Mrs. Brandon, 45, says she
formed the school lunch committee in 1974 at the request of
Sandra Blakeway, then head
of the Little Rock School
District cafeteria system, who
was reacting to PTA criticism
of school lunches.
The committee looked at
several aspects of the lunch
program, and the members
often ate at school cafeterias.
"When you start talking
about food — even six years
ago — you start talking about
cost," Mrs. Brandon said in an
interview. "Food prices are so
high. Something came up
about the milk that is served
with the meals.
"I said,'Well, milk goes out
on bids, doesn't it?" she
recalled. "And she 1Ms.
Blakeway said,'Yes, but, you
know, all those bids are
always the same.'
"I said,"Do you know that's
against the law? And she said,
'Well, there's not anything we
can do about that."
Mrs. Brandon, who then had
two children in Little Rock
schools, disagreed.
"I don't know how I knew
about the Sherman Antitrust
Act, but somehow,somewhere
along the way I had heard
about it and I knew this wasn't
right," she said.
The Antitrust Act forbids
businesses to combine in any
way that would interfere with
competition.
-

Mrs Brandon talked with
some friends who were
lawyers, who helped by telling
her "what kind of questions to
ask" of the school board.
"The question that was
crucial was,'How long has it
been going on?" she said.
"The answer was,'As long as
anybody could remember."'
"I was surprised it was going on," said Bob McHenry, a
Little Rock attorney who was
then president of the school
board, "and I was surprised
that it hadn't been discovered
before. No one on the board
was aware of the problem."
The board hired attorney
Robert light to pursue the
case. When word of the
board's civil suit against the
four dairies hit thetpapers, the
U.3. Attorney's office joined
the investigation.
In 1977, criminal indictments were handed down
against Borden Inc., Dean
Foods and Coleman Dairy Inc.
and against Simeon "Dub"
Lynn, a salesman for Dean,
and Gene Proctor, a salesman
for Borden, said Barns of the
state attorney general's office.
The three dairies entered no
contest pleas and were fined.
Proctor and Lynn each served
60 days in federal prison.
No federal charges were filed against the ForemostMcKesson dairy, but
Foremost-McKesson
was
charged later in the state's
civil suit which resulted in the
$2,425,000 settlement.
Barns said all that remains
to be done in the 6-year-old
case is for Eisele to approve
the settlement and for the
money to be distributed.

The 19,000-student Little
Rock School District will get a
"fair amount of the money,"
Barns said.
McHenry says the district
owes a great deal to Mrs.
Brandon
"I'll always feel good about
Phyllis Brandon because of
this," McHenry said. "She did
one heck of a service to the
schools and to the state."
Mrs. Brandon has mixed
feelings about the suit.
She says she is "sad"
because two men ended up in

PAI

jail But she also was "shocked that the dairies thought
they could get away with
that."
"Most of all, what appalled
me was that it took a mother
from the PTA to do something
about people obeying the
law," she said.
"People tend to think about
the PTA as little mothers who
bake cookies and make punch
for the classroom parties,"
slw said. "This time, we
brought about something important."

Security Federal
Sayings And Loan
Association
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Phone: 759-1234

Has N.O.W.
Checking Accounts
That Pay
Interest

Atarket 414 hamiture

Market 414 of Paris Continues Its
New Year's Sale Because Of Its Success
Never before have we had such a sale. Some people could not get waited on.
Prices Have Never Been
All Prices Continued Through

LOW

Saturday, Jan. 10th.

NEW MARKDOWNS ON MANY OTHER ITEMS
LOVE SEATS (6 to choose from)
$8800
SPECIAL GROUP OF MIRRORS
$1000-$1200
$1750
BEAN BAGS
$1
50 ODD CHAIRS
Values of $85.00
5°° at $200°
20 ODD KING SIZE BEDS
$30°° to s5000
s igoo
50 ODD BEDS - REGULAR SIZE
to $60°°
s coo
25 HALF BEDS
to $40"
$39900
3 PC. EARLY AMERICAN LIVING ROOM SUITE
$5900
SWIVEL ROCKERS
ODD TABLES
1/2 Price
1 RECLINER LEFT
$5800
5 RECLINERS LEFT
. $8800
LA-Z-BOY CHAIRS
As Low As 51780°
LANE RECLINERS
25% Off
$79900
8 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE
8 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE
$563°°
8 PC. DINING ROOM SUITE
1,100°°
5 PC. FRENCH DINING ROOM SET
$300°°
7 PC. USED MAHOGANY DINING ROOM SUITE
$285°°

BASSETT BEDROOM SUITE
BEDROOM CHAIR
2 SWIVEL CHAIRS (Bedroom or Living Room)
LARGE OTTOMANS
SEVERAL LAMPS
BUNK BEDS WITH MATTRESSES
ALL PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE

$399"
1/2 Price
1/2 Price

$9700

$9900
$10°0
$15°°
$239°'
Discounted
(Especially Solid Cherry Dining Room)
WOOD ROCKERS
$120 - $148°° - $152°°

10% - LC0/0 =60%
& More Off
Just Register For

FREE PRIZES
.0

Sale Positively Ends Sat.

Many Items In Stock Further Reduced
NSA
MINION

arket 414 bermititre

414 North Market Street

*Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

Phone 642-6996

"The for
With The
-Lou' Overhead-
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REVCO FORMULA #1
WITH IRON 365 Count

17 Count
Renrco's low, everyday
discount price 966
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY VI

500 MG 100 Count
Revco S low •••rydat
Otscouni price Si 89
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
$1"

Revco s low riven/day
discount price 54 29
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)ut

REVCO VITAMIN C

WITH THIS
COUPON ON: r

Urn,t one pm coup,.

99
$2
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REVCO •

SAVE 20c

SAVE 80c
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• Revco •Revco •REVCO• REVCO•

•••

SAVE $1.60

1

REVCO it.MMDO

SAVE $1.00

3 Pack
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 51.19
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

VICKS NYQUIL

10 11 or
Revco's low. everyday
discount price $3.49
WITH THIS

99C

•

COUPON ONLY 1
69
2

,rno one per coupo,1
L3ffer good thru I 18 81 ot ony
P vao
cunt Dtug Cen,er

1 •REMM

• REVCO • REVCL

p.

SAVE 70C

1.2 Gallon, OP-67

20 Count
MI, Sugg Retail $3.98
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $3.19
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY 9219

Mfr. Suog. Retell $11.50
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $5.59
WITH THIS
$399
COUPON ONLY

.
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rug
,
's•

-rarri

cc

OIL OF OLAY
ow'

1

per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 81 at

4 fl oz.

MO, Sugg. Retail $5.05
R•vco's low. everyday
discount once $3.99
WITH THIS
$3 92
COUPON ONLY

rn, one

• REVCO •REVCO • REVCO • REVCO•
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mot One per covp011
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Offer good thru 1 18 8! at ony
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REVCO •

REVCO • REVCO • REVCO•

•

REVCO •

SAVE 30t

• REVCO

REVCO• I

SAVE 1CIC

NEW FREEDOM ARYDAY
PANTILINERS 18 count

VIDAL SASSOON
SHAMPOO a IL oz.

411141.GA55001)

Mfr. Sugg. Retell 1.3.50
Revco's low, everyday
discount pries $2.19
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
$189

cc

•

DEXATRIN EXTRASTRENGTH CAPSULES

one per Coupon)
Ater good Onto! 19 et or any

• REVCO.NEV. MMM •

• REVCO

VICOS

KM
VAPORIZER

1-.11

•

C°

SCRIPT() DISPOSABLE
BUTANE LIGHTERS

4.•:•-••,1

48

unt Cr,

• REVCO •REVCO
ml
mrimmi

4

Mfr Swag Retell St 25
Rm,coc low everyday
discount price 734 ea peg
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
Len, nne ow cOupOn EA PEG

Revco a low, everyday
discount price $448
WITH THIS
6399
COUPON ONLY

no
•REWVIIRIVCO•RIMM).

DOVER ASSORTED
CANDIES 5 Pack

DOWGARD ANTIFREEZE
• & COOLANT Gellon

Mime

16M000

SAVE 2Sc

hI
ith

Get• full cash
refund from
Mfr. See pkg.
for details

CC
•

SHAMPO)

Revco's low, everyday
discount price 994
WITH THIS
09C
COUPON ONLY 119

L rn,t one per coupon

tirnit One per coup,
Offer good Olt, 1 18 0, z'
Revco D.scount D u•Cerlk

•REVCO • REVCO

•REVCO • REVCO • REVCO• Cc
•REVCO

REVCO •

SAVE $1.00

• REVCO

8

Gaiette

cc
•

GILLETTE ATRA
CARTRIDGES
10 Count
Revco's low. everyday
discount price $2.99
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY $199

•

...ma One per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 810,ony
D. ug Cer,er

fr

8

i•REWO.REWM•REVCO• REVCO• cr

.
I

SAVE 84C
TYLENOL EXTRASTRENGTH
CAPSULES

REVCO
•
18

d1
)
0 1j

-•••Iholli

Li

IDgilw."11

50 Count
Rturco's low, evorydey
discount price $2.83

•••

LESS 844 COUPON
VALUE ONLY
199
LESS $1.00 MFR. MAIL•IN REBATE ONLY 99€

8°
SECOND
PRINT

Pick up rnen-in regale forms at
any Aorta Lima one Per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 81 ot any
Revco DLscount Drug Center

•

• REVCO

FIEVCO •
I a.
Lawn row rfo

ST.JOSEPH'

ST. JOSEPH'S
BABY ASPIRIN
se Count

ASPIRIN

When you bring your original
roll of film to Revco to be
developed, order two prints of
every shot. Second prints will
cost just Etc each.

FOR CHILDREN
Mee,rel • OWN 644..1

Mfr. Sugg. Retail 784
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 544
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

•

39C

Larnir one per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 81 coony
Revco Otwount Drug Cnn )0,

8

• REVCO•

REVCO •

ri41-al.FIVC°

UFEBOUT ,

Here are three more
ways REVCO saves you money
everyday of the week!

Low Discount
Prices on
Prescriptions.
Save with
MP Revco's low,
everyday discount prices on
prescriptions. Have your --prescriptions filled, refilled
or transferred to Revco, and
see just whose low, discount
prices really are lower! Ask
about generic drugs. You
could save even more.

Senior Citizen's
Discount Plan.
If you're 60 or
over, save an
extra 10% with
Revco's Senior Citizen Discount Plan. Members receive

•

§REVCO

SAVE 10c

100 Count
Mfr. Sugg.
noted $2.53
Revco's low. everyday
discount price DI 59
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
9126

1..rnn,one per coupon
Otter good thru 1 18 81 or on,
Re.co
Dr
Ce,e

g •

REVCO • REVCO •REVCO• REVCO •

REVI

an instant 100/0 discount on
top of Revco's already low,
everyday discount prices on
prescriptions and all Revco
Brand Products. Fill owt an

SSA

MD. Sugg. Retied $2.71
filt,ICO'S low, everyday
discount price $1.99
WITH THIS

application tOclay,____

COUPON ONLY

Revco Helps
America's
Families With
Our Stork-Aid
10% Discount

im man.

If you're a parent with
children 5 years of age or
younger, fill out a Stork-Aid
application today. You'll save
an instant 10% on baby
prescriptions, baby vitamins,
and all Revco Stork-Aid
products.

Arpin
NASAL

AFRIN NASAL SPRAY
15 ML

••ii•r one per coupon

SPRAY
st .

149

Offer good thru 1 18 81 ot ony
Revco Dtwount Drug Centel

.
I

MMM

83

GarECO'Ia.

COVER GIRL UQUID
MAKEUP

•

8

SigL
IER

Assorted shades
MO,. Sugg. Retail 83.50,
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.96 is,
WITH THIS
$ 49
COUPON ONLY
EA.

rort one per coupon
D“e, good thro 1 8 Sloio

•Rem •Neva"•Ilk

„ wrgr- --r-trwwww.

•

.
0'
I

•

LI

SOAP

LIF

8

I LIFEBUOY•

cc WISK DETERGENT

Super Size-7 oz.
Illevcove low,
Y2
discount price37.3
•"
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
-

IMO

3 for

•

•

84 11 oz

8

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.99
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
926
,•••• • on• per coupon

17

one per coupon
Oft., good rho'. 1 18 81 oi ony
Revco Dowount Drug Comer

FINAL TOUCH FABRIC
• SOFTENER 33 II. oz.

•

"•,' good the, 1 It 8, r0.scount Drug Ce•
,
•

DOVE UQUID

•

Revco's low, everyday
discount price 996
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

-r• REVCO

8

Urn/1 one per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 81 or
Revco D.scount Drug Center

• REVCO

8
>

nO,

Ony

SAVE 24C

"

REVCO
TOOTHPASTE
REVCO SKIN CARE
LOTION18 fl 02.

99'

FJL TWIN PRO_
coupon
Offer good Ihru I 18 81 or onv
Revco D../ nun? Drug ("6),e,

Revco's low everydrry
discount price 934

8

ono per Coupon
Offer good thro I It 81

Om Ir

WITH THIS
•

or ony

COUPON ONLY

69t

Lnnit on. per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 81 or onv

LEVOID•RToner.,

*REVCO• REVCO

• REVCO • REVCO • R
IL

reserves the right to limit quantities.

Mud

REVCO TRIMMING
• SYRUP 41102

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $I 13
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

On• per

theiithico
you can get W

fell.oz.
Revco's low, everydoy
discount price $1.79
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
129
rr • I

Revco's low. everyday
discount price $1.29
WITH THIS
COUPON ONO
109

•REVCO •REVCO •

REVCO•

7 oz_, 2 Peck
In Mint or Regular
Revco's low. everyday
discount price $1.19 ea, twin pkg
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

WOOUTE LIQUID

32 II. oz.

• REVCO •REVCO • REVC...

ROYCO

•

BAYER
ASPIRIN

vaz•

II REVCO

-•REVCO

•

•

Triacting

1981

SAVE 25C

1.
1E-vc°

Pi"- 4
IR 010551-

SAVE $1.50

CUTEX OILY POLISH
REMOVER • II ox.

1 year warrantee
Sugg.
Retell 02.50
Raroco's
everyday ellscoun price SIL49
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY
9499
trrnn one per coupon

Lon, on. per coupon
Offer good thru 1 18 8, Won',
A.., ,
'•,

II

Nevasb•

NORTHERN CENTURY OR RED UNE
. AUTOMATIC
HEATING PAD

In Regular or Lemon
Wt. Sugg Retail eh
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 574 es
WITH THIS
COUPON ONLY

EWM,MMV,

Copyright

•REVCO •REVCO •

Offer good Oyu 1 IS 81 many
t Dr •
JA,

• REVCO • REVCO •
wies

im•

by Revco D.S., Inc.
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Items available while quantities Nutt

MURRAY'

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304
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Towson Bombs MSU From Beginning

Racers' Woeful Struggles
On Road Hit Fifth Defeat
Front Staff Reports
tound the range fur six points
BALTIMORE, MD - The and Donald Leslie tossed in
woeful plight of the Murray four.
State basketball team on the
The Racers eventually exroad continued last night as tended the difference to 24-7 at
the Racers were smothered by the 12:28 mark before MSU
Towson State, 79-58, to leave forward Walt Davis and
their season record at 4-5.
center Glen Green tried to igPlaying their last game nite a brief rally.
before the Ohio Valley ConDavis scored six points and
ference schedule begins this Green blocked a shot to help
Thursday night at Morehead the Racers' momentuni,
State, the Racers reverted to which resulted in nine straight
the problems that hurt them at points to cut the difference to
Arkansas State and in the 24-16 with 759 left in the half.
Montana Holiday Classic.
Towson pushed the lead
The damage took roots from back to 35-2'2 before Green and
the start when Towson center Davis led another, but final,
Joe Miller scored his team's attack. Green scored five
first two baskets on followups points and Davis the other two
of missed shots.
on
followup as the margin
From a 2-2 deadlock at the wasgrnouned to its clhsest for
18:52 mark, Towson split the the rest of the game at 35-29.
game open with a 16-1 scoring
The second half began as the
tear to make it-28-3 with 14:14 first had as Miller, who led all
remaining.
rebounders with 15 for the
During. that ...stetch, game, crashed the boards for
Towson's Charles Lawler another followup and a 40-29
.
„

lead
Towson's Tony Ocirick, who
finished the game with 22
points by hitting a dazzling 10
of 11 field goal attempts,
scored 13 of his total as the
Tigers tore the Racers apart
in the second half, going from
a 48-35 lead to a 75-50 margin.
The Racers were hurt again
by a flurry of turnovers as
they corrumtted 18 in the first
half and 24 for the game.
For Murray, three players
scored in double figures as
Davis had 13 points, Stewart
12 and Sleets 11.
Towson State's balanced
was even more productive,
with four players in double
figures. Odnck's 22 points led
all scorers, while Leslie
scored 18 points, Lawler had
13 and Miller had 10.
Davis and forward Tony
Slaughter were the Racers'
leading rebounders as they
grabbed seven apiece.

Murray State finished the
game with a respectable 47.9
field goal shooting percentage, while Towson connected
for 55.6 percent, mostly from
the 15-foot range.
The Racers hurt their
chances at the free throw line
where they hit only 12 of 24 attempts.
Murray State (58) — Lamont Sleets 5 1-5 11; Jerry
Smith 0 0-0 0; Brian Stewart 5
2-4 12; Glen Green 2 3-4 7;
Tony Slaughter 4 0-1 8; Walt
Davis 5 3-4 13; Kenney Hammonth 1 2-4 4; Reggie Montgomery 0 1-2 1; Mike McKinney 0 0-0 0; Terry Tnplett 1 0-0
2: Tom Adams0 0-0 O.
Towson State (79) — B.B
McGainey 3 0-0 6; Donal
Leslie 8 2-3 18; Charles Law
6 1-2 13; Joe Miller 4 2-2 10;
Tony Odrick 10 2-5; Mark
Cooley 20-4)4; Mark Roussey 1
0-0 2; Tom Speicher 0 2-4 2;
Carlton Johnson 1 0-02.

Calloway County Middle School Results
The Calloway County boys
"John Mark Potts had I fine
middle school team ran its
game and Rodney Tebbetts
record to 4-0 with a 42-23 win
and John Kelso came off the
over Trigg County last night.
bench and really sparked us."
The Lakers broke out to a 166 lead at the end of the first
Calloway County (42 —
quarter and extended it to 26- John Mark Potts 12, Frank
13 at the half.
Wise 7, J.W. Foster 4, Brad
John Mark Potts led the
Skinner 4, Ricky Boggess 4,
Lakers in practically every
John Kelso 3, Todd Contri 2,
category "as he scored 12 Mark Waldrop 2, Joe
Dale
.,> points and had seven rebounds Curd 2, Rodney Tebbetts 2,
\and seven steals.
David Lamb 0, Glenn Brandon
Calloway County finished
O.
the game with a 21-19 rebounTrigg County (23) — Todd
ding advantage.
Taylor 8. A. Baker 6, S. Rad"It was a total team effort," ford 411. Warren 2, D.
Stevens
Laker coach Burch Kinsolving 2, Tim Taylor I, J. Grubbs
0,
said. -Several key players D. Baker 0, D. Summers
0, T.
had an off night, but the rest of .Cassity 0, M. Powell 0, K.
Carr
the team came ready to play.
0.

Lisa Hopper's 18 points and
some outstanding defense payed the Calloway County eighth
grade girls to a 32-23 win over
Trigg County Monday.
Hopper, playing in just the
first and third quarters due to
a case of the flu, popped in
eight and 10 points in the two
periods to spearhead the
Laker scoring.
Holding only a two-point
lead at the end of the first
quarter, Calloway used good
defense in the next two periods
to shut off the Wildcats.
Trigg could manage just
four points in both the second
and third periods as good
pressure at the guard position
keyed the tough Laker defen-

sive performance.
Calloway opened an 18-point
lead to one point in the third
quarter and coasted to the
win.
Terri Malcolm pulled down
a game-high eight rebounds
for the Lakers but exited early
in the game with a twisted
ankle.
Amy Bryan scored a careerhigh eight points to help the
Lakers to the win.
Calloway County (321 —
Lisa Hopper 18, Amy Bryan 8,
Tern Malcolm 2, Rhonda Lee
2, Lest' Hennry 2,
Trigg County 231 — Ginger
Wallace 12, Carolyn Mack 6,
Mickie Radford 3, Ytioinie .
Acree 2.

Autrey Signs Murray State Grant
Bucky Autrey, a - wide
receiver from Indianapolis.
Ind, has signed an Ohio Valley
Conference grant-in-aid with
Murray State University.
Autrey was credited with
105 receptions over his three-

year career at Ben Davis High
School, including 41 for 740
yards and six touchdowns his
senior season. Autrey was a
two-time all-county performer
in high school and honorable
mention all-state choice as a

senior.
He started 119 consecutive
quarters over three seasons at
receiver and in the defensive
secondary. He also was the
punt and kick-off return
specialist.

''We believe he's one of the
most'talented receivers we've
seen," said Racer coach
Frank Beamer. "He :catches
everything in sight. We're also
impressed with the job he's
done in the classroom."

Knox Named NFL Coach Of Year
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Chuck
Knox, who guided the Buffalo'
Bills to their first division title
since the 1966 American Football League season, was named today The Associated Press
Coach of the Year in the National Football League, narrowly edging
Atlanta's
Leeman Bennett.
The Bills, who were 5-11 and
7-9 in Knox's first two years in
Buffalo, soared to 11-5 this
year and won the championship of the American Conference East for their first
playoff berth since 1974. They
faltered last Saturday in San
Diego, losing 20-14.
Knox received 272 of the 84
votes cast by a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
sports broadcasters, three
from each NFL city. Bennett
was a very close secood with
26"2 votes and Sam Rutiglano

of Cleveland was third with 18.
The only other coach to
receive more than three votes
was Oakland's Tom Flores
with 4.
It is the second time Knox,
has been selected AP Coach of
the Yeat'He earned the honor
in the 1973 season when he
turned Los Angeles around
from a 6-7-1 loser into a 12-2
National Conference West
champion It was the first of
five consecutive division titles
for the Rams, who were 54-15-1
under Knox during 1973-77.

When he came to Buffalo in
'78, he inherited a team which
had won just five of its 28
games in the preceding two
seasons. Barely three months
01
after his arrival, he traded41Pi/
O.J. Simpson to the San FranS
cisco 49ers in exchange for a
bunch of draft choicer The p
Bills' new era was under way.
''We didn't set a timetable,"
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Knox said of the Bills'
rebuilding."We just wanted to
get competitive as soon as we
could."
Their offense was competitive, to say the least,
thanks in part to rookie running back Joe Cribbs, who gained 1,185 yards. But it was the
defense — Knox's specialty —
which made them so competitive this year. The defense
which had been ranked 14th in
the league in 1979 was the best
in the NFL in 1980.
When the Bills' division title
was secure, linebacker Shane
Nelson said pointedly: "This
season is no fluke."
Like the Bills, the Falcons

odno•,.on: 9650. 93.50
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Racers rallied from a 62-46 deficit into a 64-64 tie before
losing to Tennessee Tech, 71-70.
Photo By Steve Becker

Lady Racers Close Gap On Tech,
But Lose KWIC Contest, 71-70
By STEVE BECKER
visitors held off the scrappy
Sports Writer
Racers.
A sticky, fullcourt press
"We played ball at the tail
brought the Murray State end," Smith said. "We had an
Lady Racers back from a 16. opportunity to take over but
point deficit, but some good inwe made some crucial, silly
side work by Tennessee Tech errors at the end. The baseline
down the stretch enabled the drive by their big people
visitors to take the KWIC con- should have been cut off at the
test at Racer Arena last night, end.
71-70.
The Racers managed to hold
Trailing 62-46 with 8:45 left
Harper to 20 points, which
in the .' game, the Racers
were below her 30.4 scoring
desperately shifted into a
average. The Eagle standout
trapping fullcourt press in an
suffered a cut over her eye
attempt to overhaul the hot- late in the first half, but still
shooting Eagles.
fired in 14 second half points.
Coach
The unexpected outside
Jean
Smith's
strategy rapidly paid off as shooting prowess of Tech was
the Racers scored 18 of the
the threat that Smith had not
next 20 points over tne next six
expected.
minutes.
Guard Barbara Dam and
Canards Laura Lynn and
forward Robyn Markey comJanice McCracken scored
bined for 12 of 23 attempts
seven and six points, respec- from the outside. Many of
tively, during the Murray
their tallies came from 18 feet
scoring rush.
and beyond.
McCracken's fast break
"We knew we had to stop
layup with 244 left pulled
their inside game," Smith
Murray into a 64-64 tie.
said. "Harper has been their
But Tech's wrecking crew
key scorer and we held her
inside assumed control of the
pretty well. We did not expect
game in the final two minutes.
Dam and the others to hit so
Forward Jerilynn Harper and
many of their outside shots.
center Teresa Duncan ac"We committed a lot of
counted for six of the final
defensive errors. We were not
seven Eagle tallies as the cutting off their fast break the

surged to surprising prominence in 1980. Under Bennett's guidance, they won
their first division championship ever, beating out the Los
Angeles Rams in the National
Football Conference West
with a 12-4 record. And, like
the Bills, Atlanta was stung in
its first playoff game this
year, beaten 30-27 by Dallas.
Rutigliano
brought
MOREHEAD, Ky. I AP) —
Cleveland an unexpected divi- Morehead State University
sion championship as well as women's basketball Coach
the Browns nosed out Houston Mickey Wells has been
for the AFC Central title with suspended for six games by
an 11-5 record. But they, too, university president Morris L.
were beaten in their first Norfleet.
playoff game, falling 14-12 to
The coach also was placed
Oakland.
on "indefinite probation" by
Norfleet.
The action was taken Monday because Welts punched
referee Joe Pike in the jaw
during a game last Thursday
against the University of Kentucky. Pike was not seriously
injured.
In announcing the suspenCampbell scored 17 points as sion, Norfleetosaid, "We have
Middle Tennessee downed given due consideration to
Eastern Kentucky 53-42 while, coach Well's outstanding
in a non-conference game, record of service to our
Towson State of Maryland rip- women's basketball program
university.
ped Murray State 79-58 as and to the
Tony Odrick hit 10 of II shots However, it should be clearly
understood that abuse of an ofin a 22-point performance.
In other games involving ficial is not acceptable
Kentulw colleges, Centre behavior for any athletic
edged-Oakland City, Ind., 81- representative of Morehead
80 in overtime, Kentucky State State University."
Norfleet
said
the
downed Ferris State 75-66,
Kentucky Wesleyan stopped disciplinary action included a
Transylvania 66-56, Lincoln verbal reprimand and was
Memorial beat Cumberland recommended by Athletic
80-70, Thomas More nipped Director G.G. Moran and
Berea 69-68 and Union slipped Women's Athletic Coordinator
Lardean Brown.
by Pikeville 64-62.
"I deeply regret that I last
Eastern Kentucky, 3-7
overall and 0-1 in the OVC, led my temper and embarrassed
Middle 30-26 at the half but the t'oc 'university, my team and
Colonel offense dried up in the myself," Wells said Monday.
final 20 minutes in scoring on- "I have apologized to Mr. Joe
ly 12 points Tommy Baker led Pike and will do so again in
writing. I fully accept the
the losers with 20 points.
Middle Tennessee is 2-0 in penalties which are being imposed by the university and 1
the OVC and 9-1 overall

on, Reserves
ace WKU,68-62

By The Associated Press
Tony Wilson was the
statistical leader, but Western
Kentucky Coach Clem
Haskins was quick to point out
the contributions of reserves
in the Hilltoppers' college
basketball win over Akron.
"Wilson played a very consistent ballgame...but the difference in the game was McCormick's play," said
Haskins, whose big forward
scored 24 points. "And Ken
Hatcher and Percy White
came off the bench to play
well in the second half."
McCormick scored 12 of his
14 points in the second half as
Western held off Akron 68-62 in
Monday's Ohio Valley Conference opener for each club.
Hatcher added eight points
and White six as Western ran
its overall record to 7-4.
Akron, which got 19 points
from Wendell Bates, is 31
In another OVC gamellick

PACING THE ABORTED MURRAY STATE COMEBACK —
Guard Laura Lynn (32) scored seven points as the Lady

way we should. Our shooting
percentage was down; we
were.not hitting as many shots
as we usually do."
The Racers connected for a
cold 37 percent from the floor
in the first half on the way to
digging themselves into an
eight-point hole at the intermission, 36-28.
Continued scoring problems
in the second half dropped the
Racers behind by 16 points
several times midway through
the half.
Murray finally found its
shooting touch late in the contest as the Racer press began
to switch the momentum. Still,
the Racers could manage just
41 percent from the floor for
the game.
Tech hit half of its floor
shots to. win the field goal
percentage battle.
Lynn led Murray with 19
points. Diane Oakley added 11
points and McCracken nine as
the Racers dropped their second straight game.
Murray travels to Morehead
State Thursday night..

1-2 19; Janice McCracken 33-3
9: Cheri Nagreski 1 0-0 2;
Bridgette- Wyche 4 0-0 8; Lori Barrett 2 0-0 4; Marla Kelsch 2
0-04.
Tennessee Tech (71) —
Jerilynn Harper 10 0-5 20;
Robyn Markey 7 0-1 14; Teresa
Duncan 6 0-0 12; Barbara Dam
5 2-2 12; Emily Tyler 1 1-3 3;
Denette Kolbe 1 0-0 2; Janet
McGee 2 0-0; Jo Swartz 20-0;
Mindy Campbell 00-0 0.

OIACKEQ
BO Ai Shopping Cu.

re

Electrical Check

Murray State (70) —
Jeanette Rowan 2 3-4 7; Shelly
Steinkoenig 3 0-0 6; Diane
Oakley 4 3-3 11; Laura Lynn 9

Morehead Women's Coach
Suspended For Six Games
will have no further comment head coach during the suspenon this matter.''
sion, Norfleet said, adding
During the suspension, that Wells will continue his
which ends Jan. 26, Wells will other duties as ditector of inmiss games against Murray tramurals in the Department
State,
Austin
Peay, of Health, Physical Education
Charleston, Dayton, Eastern and Recreation.
Kentucky and Western KenWells, in his sixth year at
tucky.
Morehead, has garnered a 91Assistant Coach I,oretta 44 record, This year, the Lady
Marlow will serve as acting Eagles are 3-7.

Don't Get
Caught
With A
Dead
Battery.

Remember The 10th!

Pay By Mail
The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to ppy their bill. •
'
You see these carriers are independent business men and women They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate When you don') poy them by
the 10th, they hove to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
So.. . paying may rnaii is a simple way to ovoid getting caught without the right change ond you
avoid the bother of monthly collections.

the

Ledger & Times
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Crum Still Sounds Like A Beaten Coach

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Louisville Wins Metro Opener
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Even after his defending
NCAA champions had broken
a five-game losing streak,
Louisville's Denny Crum
sounded a beaten coach.
"I felt like if we were going
to get beat, we might as well
get beat with our younger
guys in there," Crum said.
So, he inserted freshmen
Lancaster Gordon, a guard,
and Charles Jones, a center,
into the starting lineup, and
his Cardinals rolled over
Tulane 73-53 Monday night.
Gordon scored 13 points, including five in a run of nine by
lyouisville early in the first
half as the Cardinals took a 178 lead.
Jones, however, gave way
quickly to regular center
Derek Smith, who led the Cardinals, now 3-7, with 19 points
and 13 rebounds.
"If I'd had to pick a game
before the season that we'd
lose, it would have been
Tulane," Crum said (4 his
Metro Conference foe.
In the very early going, it
looked like another washout in
the works for the beleaguered
Cardinals, whose most recent
victory had been way back on
Dec. 13 over Maryland.
Louisville missed nine of its
first 10 shots until Gordon got
them going with a 20-footer.
"That's been our pattern so
far this season," Crum said.

."That's why we've been getting behind. If they Tulane
had shot the ball well, we'd
have been behind again."
While
Louisville
was
avoiding yet another upset,
10th-ranked Michigan could
not. The 9-1 Wolverines saw
the first blemish appear on
their record this season in an
81-74 loss to Purdue in the two
teams' Big Ten Conference
opener.
Freshman Russell Cross
scored 21 points, while Drake
Morris and Keith EdmOnson
.added 20 each for the unranked Boilermakers,8-2.
Purdue hit 37 of 49 field goal
attempts for a single-game
conference record percentage
of .755, and first-year Coach
Gene Keady called it
unbelievable. "This was the
best game of the year for us,"
he said. '21/e played with intensity and took care of the
ball."
Michigan's only lead of the
game was at 4-2. Cross tied it
4-4 off an offensive rebound,
and the Boilermakers were on
their way.
In other games involving
ranked teams Monday night,
second-ranked Oregon State
downed Arizona 61-49, No. 3
Virginia trimmed Delaware
88-69, seventh-ranked UCLA
drubbed Washington State 8761 and 14tb-ranked Arizona
State clobbered Oregon 104-64.
The night's games also included the first at his home

court since Missouri center
Steve SUpanovich accidentally shot himself in the arm. The
center originally told police he
was shot by a gunman who
broke into his apartment, but
later, he admitted the wound
was self-inflicted.
Stipanovich did not start,
but he scored nine points,
grabbed a team-leading 12 rebounds and received a 30second standing ovation when
he entered the game midway
through the first half.
Missouri defeated Navy 88-67,
incidentally.

Kenny Fields, a freshman
center, scored 16 points and
hauled in 10 rebounds as
UCLA put Washington State
away early. The Bruins scored
11 straight points in a threeminute span early in the first
half to lead 17-6. The Bruins
led 36-21 at the half and opened
a 52-27 lead midway through
the second half after running
off 12 consecutive points.
Rod Foster added 15 points
for UCLA, and Michael
Sanders had 13.
Center Alton !Aster scored a
career-high 23 points to help
Arizona State, 9-2, rebound
Senior center Steve Johnson
scored 32 points, including 19 from a loss Saturday night to
in the second half to help Oregon State by pasting
break open a close game and Oregon. The Sun Devils openboost Oregon State, 10-0, over ed up a 46-29 halftime lead
after Lister scored 10 straight
Arizona.
points in a 14-0 tear midway
Oregon State did not take through the first
half.
the lead until 5:43 was gone in
Elsewhere, Mickey Dillard
the second half on a layup by scored 14 points,
including the
Johnson. He followed with a winning bucket
on a steal and
threepoint play and another breakaway,
as Florida State
field goal that gave Oregon edged Cincinnati
79-77 in the
State a 42-35 lead and a com- Metro
Conference.
fortable cushion the Beavers Undefeated
Connecticut won
maintained the rest of the its eighth in .a
row, downing
way.
Syracuse 78-59 behind the 20
Jeff Lamp scored five points of Chuck Aleksinas.
straight points to give Virginia
Senior guard Al Watkins led
a 28-21 lead with 7:12 left in the a second-half surge and wound
first half, and the Virginia up with 23 points as Miami,
Cavaliers overcame a slow Ohio upset Dayton 86-83. Greg
start to defeat Delaware. Stewart's 14 points led five
Lamp scored 23 points, and Tulsa players in double
center Ralph Sampson topped figures as the Golden Hurthe 9-0 Cavaliers wth 24 points, ricane defeated Southern Illinois 85-67.
20 in the first half.

NBA Standings

By Ow Au. wed Peen
TEAMS
ADELAIDE. Australia APi
Topseeded Kim Saruut of Australia
withdrew from the Kerr, SukAth
Australian Open Tennis Chanipiunstups
tory•use a shoulder AnJur)
In a firm-round action. Uurdseetled
loin Gonda.wi survived sin match
points and edged Cliff !etcher of
Australia 4-6. 74. 6-4
BASKETBALL
NEW YoliK AP - !termed King of
the Golden State Warriors, who scored
112 points in three games twat week in. hiding 50 against the Philadelphia
hers, was waned tie Natomal Basketball Association s Player of the Week tot
the perkud ending Sunday Jon 4
King shot 814 from the lurid, haling 43of-id field goal attempts. including 20f or-25 in his 50-point effort Saturday
night He also mored 35 points on Friday
night as the Warriors snapped the
Boston Celtics 12-game winning streak,
and started his week with 32 in a game at
Kansas City Turiday
IlOCKEY
NEW YORK I Al' — Right wing Will,
Plett of the Calgary Flames was named
the National Hockey League Player of
the Week after scoring sin goals in three
games last week
Flett had the three-goal hat trick in a
5-3 victory over Edmonton, scored twice
ii a 7-6 decision over Los Angeles and
had a goal and an assist in an 8.5 triumph
over Toronto
Hen, 5141. Rookie of the Year in 1977,
Isis 22 pais this season compared to Just
13 all of last year
FOOTBALL.
WASHINGTON i AP — Coach Jack
Pardee. whose Washington Redskins
suffered through a disappointing 6.10
season, was fired because of difference,
with General Manager Bobby Beathard
No successor was named.
Jack Kent Cooke, Redskins owner, an
nounced the firing after several
meetings with Pardee and Beathard
BOBSLEDDING
INNSBRUCK, Austria Al',— Thy
Fast German team of Bernhard
Gerrneshausen and Hans-Juergen
Gerhardt led after the first two runs in
the European Two.man Bobsled Championship
Their sled was clocked in 55.12 and
5.5 16 seconds for a total intermediate
time oft minute, 50.28 seconds.

Wins Over Dallas And In Super Bowl Remain
3-3
2;
ori .11 2

20;
asa
am
3;
net
i-0;

Humphrey Plans More Rides For Vermeil
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
"Two more piggyback rides
for the coach," says gargantuan Claude Humphrey,
pianokey rows of white teeth
gleaming behind an awesome
black beard.
"Dallas and then the Super
Bowl," he added confidently.

victory.
-It's caused a lot of yak but
it's become a sort of ritual to
us — a good luck charm,"
Humphrey said.
"We started it after we beat
Minnesota in the second game
of the season. The Vikings had
whipped Atlanta in the opener.
We had gone 0 for 7 against the
Vikes. It was our first win over
a contender.

Humphrey, the 6-foot-5, 258pound defensive end of the
Philadelphia Eagles, and
"We didn't think anything
teammate Charlie Johnson. a about it at the time, but we
6-3, 265-pound middle guard, found out later that the Viking
have become human con- fans were in a stew over it. We
veyances for Coach Dick' got some bad writeups in the
Vermeil" over the obstacle Minnesota press. Then we
course to the locker room heard they were using the inciafter every important football dent to fire up the Vikes for,

our divisional playoff Saturday."
The Eagles won that game
31-16, qualifying to meet
Dallas in the NFC title game
in Philadelphia Sunday, the
winner to take on the San
Diego-Oakland survivor in
Super Bowl XV in the New
Orleans SuperdomeJan.25.
"After we won Saturday
Charlie and I said, 'Let's do it
again — they can't tell us what
to do.' So we did. And we'll
keep on doing it."
In college, it's routine for
winning coaches to be hoisted
to the shoulders of their
players or exuberant supporters. It's tradition. But, in
the pros, it is regarded as

gross, uncouth, rubbing defeat
in the nose of the enemy.
That doesn't bother Humphrey. He repeated the act
last Saturday for spite. And he
and Johnson are intent on doing it twice more this year.
There is something
refreshing not only about
Hiunphrey's determination to
flaunt this particular little nono but also about the antics of
other freewheelers in the pro
game.
For too many years we have
been fed the notion that the
pros, with their kingly
salaries,are an austere, unimpressionable lot who go about
their business with a cold

Pardee's Replacement Is Sought
After Firing As Redskin Coach
:WASHINGTON
API —
Bobby Beathard, the general
manager of the Washington
Redskins, was to fly to the
West Coast today to begin the
search for a replacement for
Jack Pardee, who was fired
Monday as the team's head
coach.
Beathard indicated he probably would look for a successor to Pardee among the
ranks of assistant coaches in
the National Football League,
but would not rule out the
possibility of a return by
former coach George Allen.
Redskins owner Jack Kent
Cooke, who fired the 44-yearold Pardee, said nothing about
a possible replacement.
Beathard said that if the
choice came down to an assistant in the professional ranks
or a college coach, he most
likely would go with the man
from the NFL
The general manager said
he did not intend to talk to
Allen on this trip, but "it's not

up to me to eliminate him. Mr.
Cooke is going to hire the
coach."
Allen coached the Redskins
from 1971 until his firing at the
end of the 1977 season.
According to today's editions of The Washington Post,
two men are reportedly at the
top of Beathard's list — John
Robinson, coach at the
University
of Southern
California, and former
Oakland Raider Coach John
Madden.
And, the newspaper said, a
list of highly regarded NFL
assistants includes Joe Gibbs,
offensive coordinator for San
Diego; Dan Reeves, offensive
coordinator for the Dallas
Cowboys; Tom Bass, defensive coordinator at Tampa
Bay; Dick Coury, the
Philadelphia Eagles' wide
receiver coach; George
Pittsburgh
Verles, the
Steeler's defensive coordinator; and Marty Schottenheimer, the Cleveland

5 Silvorado's In Stock
Loaded with equipment such as power windows an
door locks - assortment of colors

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
733-21117

641 Sawa

Browns' defensive coordinator.
A move by Cooke to Allen
would be a surprise. Allen,
who said Monday he had not
been contacted by the Redskins, noted in an interview
from his Palos Verdes, Calif.,
home that "with any job I
took, I would have to have
complete control of the football program."
Asked if he was interested in
the job, Allen said "it isn't
right for me to comment on
anything like that at this time.
It's distasteful, like talking
when somebody has passed
away."
Meanwhile, the Redskin
players expressed surprise
and what some termed shock

at the news of Pardee's
dismissal.
"I hate it," said Ken
Houston, who was benched
during much of 1980, his final
season with the team. "I hate
it for him. Last year he was
coach of the year. This year,
we didn't win as many as we
should have. It wasn't his
fault."
Pardee, who still has two
years to go on his five-year
contract, was dismissed as the
result of what was termed
philosophical differences
between him and Beathard
over the future of the team.
Pardee could not be reached
for comment Monday night,
despite repeated telephone
calls to his home.

reserve. They report to the
stadium like business executives with portfolios, do
their 3t^2-hour stint, then pack
up and go home.
Nothing is farther from the
truth.
They are largely still college
kids at heart — even those
such as Humphrey, a 13-year
pro veteran out of Memphis,
Tenn., and Johnson, a Texan
who came into the NFL from
Colorado four years ago.
Everybody can't be as
straightlaced as Dallas Coach
Tom Landry might wish. So,
thank Goodness, boys
sometimes will be boys.

would become free agents.
Lynn and Fisk are two of only four players in the major
leagues who signed under the
1976 agreement, and the four
are the last ever to have an option year.
When asked why the club
even mailed out contracts to
Lynn and Fisk iLit thought it
already had valid pacts with
the pair, Sullivan said,, "I
can't say anything because I
don't want to jeopardize my
defense. We'll see what happens in litigation."
Miller met Monday with a
representative of the Players
Relations office to set up a
grievance hearing. If nothing
is settled in the grievance, binding arbitration is the final
step.
Miller said the players
assoCration also was ready to
file for salary arbitration for
Lynn and Fisk between the
Jan. 15-25 period, but that may
be unnecessary if there is a
decision by then on the late
contract grievance.
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NHL Standings

11, I br Asa...alga Pte.
LAST
fia knell N.Dickinson 62
Colgate 74, Cornell 72
Connectrut 71,Syracuse 59
Fordhain 62, Army 60
Perm St 53 ',layette 42
St Bona,enture 104. Massachusetts
Si Francis, Pa M. Widener 79
St Peter 74, Fiurleugh Dickinson SI
Towson M 71, Murray St 58
Virginia U.Delaware 69
• 104.1711
Alcorn St 73, Mils. Valley 64
Campbell 77. Baptist 60
Centenary 64, TolasArlusgtun 12
Cleveland St 82, Soigh Carolina 76
Evansville 73, Fla Southern 67
Hardin-Simmons 57, NE Louisiana 56
Jackaun St 77, Grarnbling 67
Jacksonville 56. U NC-Charlotte 54, 3
(fT
Louisville 73, Tulane 53
Marshall 51, Appalachian St 52
McNeese St 110, Texas Southern 70
Middle Tenn 53. E Kentucky 42
Stetson 77. Robert Morris 66
Tenn -Chattanooga 65,Citadel 64
W Carolina 95, 1 Jrnestone 71
MIDWEST
Ball St 69. Ekitler 66
Florida Si 79, Cincinnati 77
Indiana St 92. Baltunore 69
• Iowa St 67_ Wis -Parkside 58
lowsiana Tech 50, NE Louisiana 44
Wan., Ohio 86, Dayton 83
Miasouri 86. Navy 67
'
Nebraska 04. Sonoma Si 49
N Dakota Si 78. Moorhead Si 60
Purdia 81, Michigan 74
99 Kentucky 58, Akron 62
SOUTHWEST
Ark -Monticello 74, Delta Si SU
Arkansas St 103, Cul v e r-Stocaton 69
Pan American 88, Texas I otheran 70
Tulsa M.&Illinois 67
W.Texas St 92, Wayland Baptist 71
FAR WEST
Arizona Si 104 Oregon 64
Gonzaga 67.E Washington 61
Long-Beach St 77, Weber St. 72
Oregon St 61, Arizona 49
San Diego St. 78, Colorado St 66
San Jose St. 93, Loyola, Calif . 71
&Utah St. 65. Colo. Mines60
UCLA 87, Viuhington St. 61
Washington 63. Southern Cal 61.0T

By Tlw Assockaal Press
Campbell Ionletrnee
Patndi Dn.-masa
W L T GF GA Pts
N.Y Lski,nders
25 8 8 IC IS 58
Ruladelplus
'5 10 5 158 KC 55
Calgary
18 13 8 145 147 44
Washington
13 15 11 145 146 37
N.Y Rangers
14 20 6 IC 160 34
Smythe Divon
St loses
25 9 5 HZ 130 55
Transactions
Vancuriaer
17 12 11 157 137 45
Colorado
14 19 6 133 161 34
Oscago
13 22 6 147 180 32
By Ilw Associated Press
BASESal
Edmonton
10 21 6 132 154 26
Winnipeg
3 5 7 117 192 13
Naliami League
Wales Carderenee
NEM YORK METS—Signed Dyar MiNorris Division,
ler. pitcher to a one-year cortract
Los Angeles
25 11 1 172 136 51
FOOTBALL
Mcntreal
22 13 4 165 III 48
Natiasi Football League
Itartford
13 17 8 IC 183 34
CHICAGO BEARS—Annouriced that JerPinstergh
12 3) 7 146 178 31
ry Frei, offensive line coach had resignDetroit
10 31 8 123 155 28
ed
Adams Divine.
WASHINGTON REDSKII"S—' Flied Jack
Minnesota
Pardee, head coach
19 9 9 140 113 47
Buffalo
18 9 11 149 118 47 (Midi= Foothill Leapt
Boston
14 18 7 le 140 35
CALGARY STAMPEDERS—Named
Tormto
Jerry WillIaMs, offereave coordinator
13 20 5 150 173 31
Quebec
10 18 10 133 158 _30
Manday's Genies
Nadal Hockey League
Boston 1, Wthipeg 1
MONTREAL
CANALos Angeles 5. Calgary 2
DIENS—Returned
Tuesday's Games
Rick Waansley, goabe. to ."‘JVIA Scitha of
Maltreat at Detroit
the American Hockey League
Toronto at NY Islanders
NEW
YORK
Quebec at aloes
RANGERS—Returned
Vancouver at Colorado
Gary than, left wing, to New Hoven of
Wednesday's Games
the Arnencan Nadir, league Actmated
NY Islanders at Pittsburgh
Ron Duguay,, reit wing
Quebec al Buffalo
rail FEE
Woeupeg at Toronto
ARKANSAS—Named Fred Von Appal,
Colorado at Chica,go
an assgant football coach.
Vaniumer at Mmnesota
NORTHWISTERN—Narned
FranWashington at Edmonton
c
fiarff al atlas .Argeks
Peary . Oil ...tall football malt

Top Twenty
By Tie Amelia' Pre.
Ihe Tap Treaty taws m
.......ated Pres college baltattall pull. with
lint-Owe sties in perenmeem. tta.
sters monk§ and total pants. Pants
based on 3119.18.17-16.15.14-1/1111-1841
-716•63.61
1 IJePaul .581
1.25
2 Oregon State 12,
1,100
3 Virginia • I
1.1111
4 Kerala*,
'Sr
5 N.e.re Dame
914
6 WSox Forest
614
7 UCLA
16:
8 Maryland
9 1 ouhtana State
744
10 Mattoon
664
11 Iowa
12 Minas
412
13 Tenni:tee
tat
14 Ancona Slate
3:6
15 S. Akiburna
317
16, North Carolina
211
17 Bnighion Yang
111 Utah
19 Minnesita
20 Clemson

Bowling
Standings
Magic Tn
Women's Bowling league
12-15-80
Team
W
1.
People's Bank
49 • 15
Wilson Clean Up
36
28
Thurman Furniture
35,e 51'2
Murray Insurance
35
29
Dennison Hunt
30.
7th"
Fireball 5
35'4
Paradise Kennels
27', 36',
Speedway
.
a', :17
Women of the Moose
._26
38
Bank of Murray
'S
38
HIGH TEAM GAME ,SC
People's Bank
'865
People's Bank
786
People's Bank
778
HIGH TEAM GAME HC'
Women of the Moose
11132
People l'Rank
1033
Thurrnan Furniture
966
Speedway Truck wash .
981,
HIGH TEAM SERIES SC'
People's Bank
2429
Thurman Furniture
.21911
Murray Insurance
2171
HIGH TEAM SERIFS HC/
People's Bank
2933
Speedway'
MIS
Dennimn Hunt
2103
HIGH IND.GAME iSCI
Lois Smith
210
Pat Winchester
193
Jeanette Williams
192
Ethelene McCallon
Itt
HIGH IND. GAME(NC i
Jeanette Williams
240
Pat Winchester .
1737
Mar, Beth Burkeen
211
HIGH IND SERIES Si
•
1.015Nrnall
44,
Jeanette Wifliarns
508
Pat Hesselrode
. .
498
Sandy Tabors
.
497
HIGH IND SERIES HCi
Jeanette Williams
652
Sandy Tabors
638
Brenda Collie
626
HIGH AVERAGES
I ails Situth
175
Sondra Rife ..........
165
Marge Hiranan
164
Pat Hesselrode
163
Barbara Hendon
ISO.
Ruth Harnson
455
Ethelene McCallan
153
Mel Wilson
151
Mary Harris
149
Patt, Harris
1444
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140 Years 122 Years 101 Years

Lynn, Fisk May Be Free
Agents After Arbitration

BOSTON ( API — Outfielder
Fred Lynn and catcher
Carlton Fisk could become
free agents this year if an arbitrator decides the Boston
Red Sox sent out their optionyear contracts two days too
late.
Marvin Miller, director of
the Players Association, informed the Red Sox Monday
that he has filed a grievance
seeking immediate free-agent
status for both players
because the club failed to mail
them contracts before the
Dec. 20 deadkne.
Haywood Sullivan, Red Sox
vice president and general
manager, said,"It is our position that we have binding contracts with Fred Lynn and
Carlton Fisk."
Last week, Miller informed
the Red Sox that under
baseball's 1900 basic agreement, both Lynn and Fisk
were eligible to arbitrate their
1981 salaries, and, if the Red
Sox failed to agree to the arbitration, both autpmatically
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9
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Seattle 101 Dallas 89
l'oeaday's Games
San Antonio at Sr., York
Phoenix at Manta
New Jersey at Milwaukee
San Diego ai hea,go
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Detroit at Portland
Wednesday's Games
Phoenix at Boston
New Jersey at lnduina
San karma at Ptidadelphia
Kansa. City at Houston
Utah el Denver
Dallas at Golden State
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--_ Oldest Men's
. -.Clothing Store
In Western Ky.

Oldest Drug Store
Operating In The Same
Location in the U.S. Since 1840

42 Years As Corn Austin

Wallis Drug

Corn-Austin

4 1 2 Mom

753-1272

402 Mom

753-2472
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103 N. Olt St. 153-1916
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Even Tonic Water Shown
To Make People Lose
Their Sexual Inhibitions
I.SA A ti KEE Al'l Has.
• ing a drink can make people
lose their sexual inhibitions.
even if the drink is no stronger
than tonic water, a
psychologist says his study
found.
Male students who were told
they were being given vodka
and tonic - although their
glasses contained no alcohol
reported greater sexual
hrousal when thes were shown
„Nerotic pictures, the study at
$he Universits of Wisconsin-.
ZW1ilivaukee found.
UWAlan Lang, 33. aformer
-;idadison graduate student
now teaching at Florida State
University, and Vincent
Adesso.an assoc.uste-piadesssor
at .11W-Milwaukee. conducted
the study . The results were
reported in a recent Issue Of
the Journal of Abnormal

Psyinoiag)
-What we itYWIti is tiled expectations exerted a far
• greater influence than the actim itself:. Lang said in a
telephone interview from
Tallahassee, Fla
One-fourth of the 72 student.*
in the study were given plain
tonic water and were told the
drinks contained vodka. They
reported greater arousal after
viewing erotic slides than did
another group who were told
they were served tonic, Lang
said.
Another group of men told
correctly that they were given
alcohol also told researchers
they experienced greater
arouusal after viewing the
slides than did the group that
knee it wits drinking tonic, he
said
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At The Movies 4(
Any Which Way
You Can

Cool as Ice, laconic, teeth
clenched, hand and heart as
steady as bedrock-Eastwood
does it for us. Bang! You're
dead. Bang! You're dead. The
bad guys fall defunct off
parapets, off horses, of.
chairs, off sidewalks , out of
cars. Let the liberals howl.
There's nothing quite as deeply satisfying as watching an
incorrigible bad guy get his,
comeuppance.
Which brings us to Any
Which Way You Can, a sequel
to Every Which Way But
Loose. Because Any Which
Way is a comedy, the bad guys

I'LL TRY
COUNTING
SHEEP TO GET
TO SLEEP

are inure pompous than evil,
inure silly than threatening.
And instead of being killed,
they are merely punched out.
But the premise is the same.
Quite
conveniently,
Eastwood makes his living as
a bare knuckle street fighter
so he gets the opportunity to
punch out a lot of people in his
line of business. But he also
takes his work home, where he
punches out motorcycle
gangs, barroom buddies,
Mafia hoods, and other donoxious types. In addition,
Eastwood owns a orangutan
who punches out people, a
buddy who punches out people, and a mother (Ruth Gordon) who punches out people.
There is also a mongoose who
punches out a snake. Believe
me, the plot moves right
along.
The movie is really quite
funny, and the orangutan isn't
half as boring as most
orangutan are.
Rated PG: A few indelicate
situations, some scatological
humor, and mid-level fourletter words.

By HARRY F. R(JSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAPI —
Overnight,James Brady is going from public obscurity to
one of the most visible jobs in
government. He'll be Ronald
Reagan's presidential press
secretary.
Ironically, confirmation of
the appointment expected to
be made officially today came
not from the new press
secretary, but from his
mother in Centralia, Ill.
"Jimmy called us Friday
night to tell us he was to be
named press secretary on
Tuesday," Dorothy Brady
said. "We're awfully excited,
naturally."
Brady is best known to date
for his press conference introductions of the Cabinet officers and other members of
Reagan's incoming high command. He's had to wait an embarrassingly long time to be
named to the elite circle
himself.
He has been Reagan's Van-,

LOS ANOEIES Al' --- The
shooting death last October of
Richard Carlton Meeker Jr. —
only son of actress Mary Tyler
Moore — has been ruled an accident, the county coroner's
office said Monday.
The , ruling was based
primarily on the statements of
witnesses, said James Kono,
spokesman for the coroner's
office.
Meeker, a messenger at
CBS Television City, was killed in mid-October by the
discharge of a shotgun he was
holding.
The incident occurred in the
rented house he shared with
two female students near the
of 'Southern
University
California and just as he had
finished talking by telephone
with his girlfriend in Fresno,
police said at the time.
0

THEY'RE
ALL
ASLEEP

\

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A broadcast report says that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been operating
an
undercover
vending
machine company in
Louisville.'
WLKY-TV in Louisville said
Monday night that the operation is now part of a federal
Meeker's housemates, Judy
Vasquez. 21, and Janet
grand jury investigation concerning the relationship
McLaughlin, 22, both said the
shooting was an accident.
between convicted gambler
Luther James of Louisville
'1 askedhow his day went"
and Louisville Police Chief
after he talked to his
Jop Higgins.
girlfriend, Ms. Vasquez said.
The FBI vending machine
"He said,'Fine,' and we spoke
company wasn't in business
a few more words. I heard the
very long, according to the
gun click, and it went off."
televised report, but the
Ms. McLaughlin said she
Salesmen who were reportedly
and Meeker had grown up
FBI agents, were actually oftogether in Fresno and that
fering vending service.
the phitide call to that city "had
The report said cigarette
absolutely nothing to do with
machines were offered to
the shooting.
customers of another vending
company owned by James,the
"At no time did he seem
man they were supposedly indespondent."
Police detective Jerry Fer- vestigating.
The company, according to
rin said Meeker was loading
the report, operated out of a
and unloading the weapon, a
shortbarreled .410 shotgun, business on Poplar Level
when it went off. The blast Road in southern Jefferson
County r under the name Great
struck Meeker in the head.
Eastern States.
WLKY said the FBI agents
I &UV'S)
on several occasions tried to
NOT.
force restaurant owners to
drop service from James's
company and go with them.
Some_souroes,according to
WLKY, claimed the FBI
threatened to "use muscle" if
the businessmen didn't go
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THE BIC GOY.. WITH
THE 006.A POWERHoUSE YOL.1 SHOULD
HAVE 5EEN HIM,
PRINKS MILK!

THE JUNGLE

PATROL AFTER
OS. IS HE A
PATROLMAN z

along.
WLKY also reported U.S.
Justice Department investigators had been questioning subpoenaed Louisville
police officers if they knew
about the FBI undercover
operation. The company was
apparently found out, WLKY
said, before the investigation
was completed.
Later this week, the report
said, "the grand jury will proliably question the officers to
determine if someone in the
department leaked word of the
investigation to conviced
gambler Luther James."
The Justice Department
questions of the subpoenaed
police officers, the station said
it vi told, concern the relationship between Higgins and
James. The station said the
questions include: did they
meet each other at Chuchill
Downs?; did they socialize
together?; and did anyone
know if Higgins had impeded
any FBI investigation?
When the station contacted
the Louisville FBI office,
Special Agent in Charge Joe
Griffin said, "I can't make
any comment because it concerns a matter being investigated by the federal
grand jury,- WIJCY reported.
The grand jury is scheduled
to interview its first Louisville
police officer Friday in connection with the JamesHiggins probe, according to
the broadcast report.

Couple Returns To Quiet
Life After Tehran Visit
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.
(AP) — John and Louise
Smiley were praised by some,
vilified by others, when they
visited Tehran shortly after 52
Americans
were
taken
hostage and expressed sympathy for Iranian militants.
Their trip made headlines,
but the Smileys since have
returned to their life of quiet
retirement in this small town.
However, they retain strong
feelings about U.S. efforts to
free the hostages, who have
been held for 14 months.
"They ( the Iranians) are
after money now," Smiley, a

Tobacco Farmers
Receive $166 Per
Hundredweight

YOUR FOOLISHNESS BROUGHT

sition press secretary, a job he
got because campaign press
secretary Franklyn Notziger
didn't want it. The Washington
Star reported overtures had
been made to more than a
halfdozen journalists and
former Washington press officers before Reagan turned to
Brady.
At 40, Brady brings to his
new job a mixture of government and public relations experience, credentials lacking
in such recent press
secretaries as Jody Powell,
Ron Nessen and Ron Ziegler.
Brady was press secretary'
in the presidential primary
campaign of Republican John
Connally and joined the
Reagan entourage after Connally dropped out of the 1980
race. He became deputy to
Nofziger, who will become
political director in the White
House.
He
learned
his
Republicanism at the dinner
table. His mother was an active Repablican campaign

Report States FBI Was
In Vending Operation

Shooting Death Of
Mary Tyler Moore's Son
Is Ruled An Accident

The kidnappers had
taken him to a little
town called Abeyance.

IT'S NO USE --IT WON'T
ILP:D
iRK -

Brady Will Be Press Secretary

(Reviews Oi Current Allerl•s At Murray ?Sutras)
By KENT FORESTER

No one in the movie business
knows as well as Clint
Eastwood that audiences like
to watch good guys beat up
bad guys.
When westerns were about
as dead as movie's' about
dimpled
tapdancers
Eastwood went to Italy and
brought back cowboys. A little
later he traded in his Remington rifle for a .44 Magnum
to shoot up badches in San
Francisco.
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Reagan Makes Appointment

LOUISVILLE, Ky. rAP) —
Tobacco farmers received an
average of $166 per hundredweight at burley sales
around the state Monday, 13
cents above the previous day's
sales.
The volume of 17,784,169 was
aout one million
also up tit
pounds fro last year though
Jan. 5. Total cash sales were
$29,521,784.
Paducah.. recorded the
highest average of the day at
$166.56 per hundredweight.
Danville had the second
highest average of $166.38 per
hundredweight. The lowest
average was $165.11 per hundredweight at London.
To date, Kentucky tamers
have sold 350,479,836 pounds of
burley for $581,677,231, an
average of $165.97 per hundredweight.
Last year through Jan. 5,
farmers sold 224,050,760
pounds of tobacco for an
average of $146.19 per hundredweight.

retired restaurateur, said. "I
think they can get a better
deal out of (President) Carter
than they can under
President-elect
Ronaldi
Reagan. They know that.Iran is demanding $23
billion in exchange for the
hostages. The U.S. has offered
to release frozen Iranian
assets amounting to less than
half that amount.
"All I would give them is the
money that Carter froze,"
Smiley said. "I think the Iranians are entitled to their
money that was frozen, if they
pay their debts to this country."
Smiley and his wife arrived
in Tehran in December 1979
and visited Iranian militants
occupying the US. embassy.
They were invited after
posting bail . totaling $125,000
for eight Iranians and an
American jailed for disrupting
a speech by CIA Director
Stansfield Turner at the
University of Kentucky.
In the days following their
return to Mount Sterling, the
Smileys said they were inundated with letters praising or
denouncing their trip. Other
letters appeared in area
newspapers.
Some
anonymous,
threatening
telephone calls were received.
Those days are past now,
but Mrs. Smiley said she ane
her husband still are recognized when they go shopping.
Some people still ask about the
trip, she said, but it no longer
is the talk of the town.
"He (Smiley) has got some
friends in the neighborhood
and he's got some people that
think he did wrong," said Paul
Baxter, a friend and neighbor.
"I uphold the man because I
think he did just what he ought
to do."

worker and his grandfather
was a member of the Marion
County Board of Supervisors
until his death.
"My father always said he
wouldn't vote for a Democrat
even if the Republican candidate was a horse thief,"
Mrs. Brady said. Brady's
father is a retired railroader.
He graduated in 1962 from
the University of Illinois —
where he received the Taft
Award for Young Republicans
- with majors in journalism
and political science. He spent
two more years at the university's law school.
Brady's wife, Sarah, is a
former director of administration for the Republican National Committee.
Brady worked in Chicago

for seven years for an advertising and marketing firrn,
eventually becoming a partner He served for a year on
the staff uf Senate Republican
leader Everett Dirksen and
was an honor intern in the
Department of Justice's antitrust division in 1962.
He also was director of
legislative and public affairs
for the Illinois StateMedical
Society and moved to
Washington in 1968 to be a
communications consultant to
the House of Representatives.
Brady handled press relations for the Office of Management and Budget, for Defense
Secretary Donald Rurnsfeld in
the Ford Aninistration and
for Sen. William Roth, R-Del.,
from 1177-79..

Evansville Leaders And
Teamsters Were To Meet
For Bargaining Session
By NANCY SHUUNS
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE, Ind. f AP) —
City leaders and Teamsters
officials were to meet at noon
today for their first bargaining session since 340 unionized
municipal workers walked off
their jobs early Saturday.
Chris Weaver, an aide to
Mayor Michael Vandeveer,
said negotiations with striking
Teamsters got back on track
after a meeting Monday
between city officials and
members of the Fraternal
Order of Police.
Weaver had said that the city negotiators would concentrate efforts on their talks with
the FOP before setting up
another session with the
Teamsters,
although
Evansville police are not on
strike.
On Monday, the city outlined its 1961 proposal to the
FOP, whose members were to
meet today. Weaver declined
to discuss details of the pact,
but said. it did not constitute
the city's final offer.
Teamsters are asking the city for increases totaling 43
cents per hour, plus a $650
clothing allowance. The city
offered 38 cents per hour,
along with a $540 clothing
allowance. Wages under the
old contract, which expired
last week, ranged from $4.76
to $7.76.
Weaver said city business
went smoothly on Monday, the
first regular workday since
the start of the unprecedented
strike. He said some supervisors assigned to the jobs of
striking workers failed to
show up on time and others
reported to the wrong work
stations, but such mix-ups
were quickly corrected.
Supervisors manned waterworks and sewage treatment
plants, and emptied parking
meters. Outside city facilities,
strikers walked picket lines in
sub-freezing temperatures.
Weaver said the city planned to use private contractors
to repair water and sewer
lines and to plow streets, if
necessary. Today's forecast
called for a 60 percent chance
of snow.
There were inconveniences;

a Charlie Daniels Band concert had to be postponed, and
a high school basketball game
slated for Monday night at
Roberts Municipal Stadium
was played elsewhere.
But officials reported no
strike-related violence or property damage, and under the
circumstances,
union
members and city officials
seemed committed to keeping
the atmosphere polite.
While the city contended
that the strike was illegal, no
move was made to seek an injunction to stop it. "We'd
would rather settle this over
the table than through legal
maneuvering," said Weaver.
A supply of chlorine, a
chemical used in purification,
was delivered without incident
to the city water treatment
plant Monday morning. The
driver of the truck delivered
the Chlorine to a rear entrance
to avoid crossing the
Teamster picket line.
Also on Monday, Works
Board President John Vez2oso
said Teamsters asked for
brooms so they could voluntarily sweep up some broken
beer bottles outside the city
garage, scene of another
picket line. The bottles were
broken by sympathizers, not
strikers, Vezzoso said.
"Both sides wish not to intimidate or irritate the situation," Weaver said. "That's
the way it should be."

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Num Wiper I Tines by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 sa.
Madly bawl' Friday,
ad I
3:30 pa. sad tare. Wrists.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by ca. weekdays or.
4 p.a. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Ile *way Ledger Beesas. * 5 p.m.. Monday
are
through Fry:lay and I i.e. Is NW.
Saturdays.

CLASSIFIEDADS!
1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

JNVITATIONTOBM
The Lyon County Emergency Ambulance Service
District Board will receive sealed bids for the
operation of the Lyon County Ambulance Service for a
period of one year beginning at 12 p.m., January 31.
1981, and ending January 31, 1982. Copies of the
contract may be obtained at the Lyon County Judge
Executives office in Eddyville and returned to the Lyon
County Judge Executives' office or presented to the
Board prior to the time of opening at 7:00 p.m., Jan
15th. 1 981. The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Mrs.
Rupert Nix and Mrs.
Sam Workman, Co
Administrators of the
estate of Roy Hart,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
January 16, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea,
Circuit Court Clerk

I, laity Burkeen. as of January
6. 1981 will no longer be
responsible for any debts other
than my own
I lames F Phillips. Jr as of
January 3. 1981 will no longer
be responsible for any depts
other than my own
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urrif WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice

14. Want To Buy

28. Mob.

Home Rents 31. Pets-Supplies
49. Used Can
53:0ffeied For rent Small one bedrooh, Dog obedience classes AKC
For sale 1972 Chevy Nova Fence sales at Sears now Call Licensed electrician and gas intrailer gas heat water furnish German Shepherds and AKC
FOR SALE
'lesFoiSale
Sears /532310 tot tree stallation heating installation
$600 or best offer 435-4144
ed $125 per month 753 Austrailian cattle dogs Call
Two mew tires, two
Baby bed, chair and seat
estimate for pl. needs.
and repairs Calf 753-7203.
7121
436
2858
highway tires with rims
Era
Pinto
1972
sale
$675
Norge upright freezer, portible
Guttering by Sears, Sears con Need work on your trees,Tamp
14711-14 $100. 753Also
1966
Pontiac
For
rent
Executive
House
For
trailer.
Labrador
10x42.
dishwasher, club chair couch
sale trained AKC
4094 utter 3p...
35 000 actual miles a collec tinous gutters installed per ing, Pruning, shaping. comwasher and dryer and plants natural gas, air-conditioned. Retriever 5 years old Call 753
tons car $1000 Phone 753- your specifications Call Sears plete removal and more Call
near University. Prefer single 1841
Call 753-4077
1532310 for free estimate
ROVER'S TREE SERVICE for
male Phone 753-3895 after
8963
Bible Facts Free Store for the 1961 Chevrolet, 1969 VW Bug, 500
4r.Public Sek1979 T:bod 1-top red loaded Guttering by Sears Sears con professional tree care 753
14' Boston Whaler with depth
needy 759 4600
tmous gutters tristaileo per 8536
$5195 753-9710
tinder trolling motor, 40 hp For rent 12)(65 Trailer, 2 Flea Market' January 9th. 10th,
your specifications Call Sears
in Menlo.. for sole 4- op., of • Johnson motor and Moody bedroom,,2 bath, at, washer 11th 9 AM to 10 PM. Sunday
1914 Vega wagon Air, power /532310 for free estimate „
your
fo.orite
*wooly • trailer Call 436-2550
dryer Mobile Home Village 1 PM' to 6 PM Held indoors
steering
good runs good
COURTNEY SMALL
•photographs A gift that says
per month. Deposit re- and outdoors at 2035 South Irrrlief4
gasloksGreat mileage $890 1969 Heating refrigeration. electrical
• I core Ot Orly time of the
16. Home Furnishings $140
ENGINE REPAIR &
quired Phone 753-3895 after van Cobb Chive Paducah
repair
Bob
Refrigeration
Sex
Chevrolet
pickup
cylinder
6
• Antique day bed Best offer 5 pm.
formerly Stacey Chrysler
SAW SHOP Cold
step side short bed $780 vice. Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
•
building
infor•
442-5428
for
Call 753-6232
• CARTER STUDIO
or 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Need someone to share fur- melon or to reserve space
489-2595
water, 489-2853.
25 Cubic foot side by side nished, 2 bedroom trailer
•104 Main
"Don't confuse your campaign promisesI976 Volkswagen Rabbit72- Insulation blown in by Sears
7 5 3 5295
refrigerator $1400 new Ice Seperate bath $65 deposit, 43. Real Estate
door, red with white pin-stripe save on these high heating and Professional
with your New Year resolutions, Senator,"
painting
Tiny Tot has an opening tot maker, automatic defrest, $90 per month, pay half elecautomatic
transmission cooling bills Call Sears 753 paperhanging paneling Corn
Cropland, tinber
creek
children 1 year old to 5 years water in door $500 Call 753. tric bill Lot 28 Rowena Courts
48 000 miles $2875 Excellent 23L0 for free estimate
blacktop road. good homesite
mercial
or
residential 20 years
old Call from 6 30 AM to 515 9240
Call 753-3280
43. Real Estate
condition 753-7675
and good neighbors. all these 431.11i1Estate
If your furniture, automobile. experience Free estimates'
PM 751-1994
For sale Westinghouse 36" Two bedroom mobile homes can be found on the 225 acre
new
that
and
look
need
boats
1591981
rr••••• 50. Used Trucks
Apple Tree School quality electric stove. white, $75 Call' water furnished. One for $90. • farm located southeast of New
again, lust call us -at Wayside
1974 GMC Van Call between 9 Upholstely we will do our best, Stop, For all your repair needs
Tired of the problems
one for $80, plus deposit Concord.-The landowners share
child care with educational 153-3020. ,
roofing carpentry plumbing
am and 6 pm, 759-1359
of rental property'
to make you happy We have
program 1503 Stadium View. Two piece living room suite. Highway 121 South. one mile of the wheat crop alleady
and electrical work look • no
Then
call
Out
of
city
limits
us
planted
will
beautiful
be
included
and
753-5405
some
fabrics
on
the
see
to
International
1973
truck,
1600
$125. Call 753-7595
753 9356 753-1566
more' Call 753 9226 or 753
what alternatives are
sale of property. Priced under
air-conditioned power steer- choose from We will also make 9623
We'll do your lob large or
gark********** 17. Vacuum Cleaners 34. Business Rental $500 per acre Owner financ
available.
pillows'
match
to
furyour
ing.
radio
14'
Coleman
bed,
$3500
small All work done to your
". BOYD-MAJORS
ing available
Real Estate, 753-9898.
niture Call 753-5361 or 753Johb C
Electrolux Sales and Service
753-8061
satisfaction
REAL ESTATE
*
AMVETS
Neubauer, Realtor, - 1111
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
Mini
Very clean 1976 Chevrolet van 6488.
753-8080
Will haul drivewaywhite rock
Sycamore
753-90911
753-0101.
*
POST 45
753Warehouse
19. Farm Equipment
$1395 1803 College Faun
on. for vow 25th or 50th
and Ag lime also have any type
7531.
Profession...I Services
DANCE
Wedding Anniversary Call or
•
Road
Sterage
04
Space
of brown or white pea gravel
255 Massey Ferguson tractor
With The Friendly Touch•for y special portrods •.Also
11% Fixed rate owner fonancMAI ISTATI
* Jon. 9th-lOtb
do backhoe work Call
Fee Rent
500 hours. with 3/16" plows.
-tny- is- FROPIITY MANAG M1
,
47
CARTER
STUDIO IN uger Ho
FOR SALE
9' International wheel disc, 4'featuring
DESIGNED FOR
153-47S11
bedroom brick home at 1627
753-6763
HAPPY LIVING
* "THE BARONS", * row International planter, 4304 Main
77 GMC ..limmy
7 5 3 0298 I
Hamilton Avenue lust west of
row Birch cultivator All like 32. Apts. For Rent
Owner left state - Act
Wet basement? We make wet
MSU John Smith Gallery of
loaded
new. 753-39'19 after 4 pm.
- quickly 1611 Parklaue.
•
K Stump Removal. Do you basements dry. work completeApartments for rent, near Homes, 753-7411.
The home you've
20. Sports Equipment downtown Murray.
4. In Memory
blue/white.
' Ac- need stumps removed from ly guarenteed Call or write
753-4109.
Low cost home loan money
waited for immaculate
Co
your yard or land cleared of Morgan Construction
In memory of Kyle Bennett who For sale. Floating duck blind, For rent: 2 bedroom apartment won't 'last long for applicatual
miles stumps?
753-1222
3 BR., By., C. ele.
We can remove Route 2 Box 4094, Paducah
steel construction, 7 room, with living room and large kit- tions. incomes can vary up to
died January 6, 1980.
•
34,2200. 753- stumps up to n • below the, KY 42001, or call day or nigh!
air., located on shady
14x26 feet,. 1 year old. 753- chen dining area. Has range, $22,500 for a five member
11&..
He was lust a young lad.
lot in a quiet residen5281 or 753-3436.
8958 home or ground leaving only sawdust 1-442-7026
ANOTHER
refrigerator. dishwasher, gar- family Give us a call now at
his life had lust begun
tial area. Reduced to
and chips Call for free 57. Wanted
NEW LLSTING
Always full of Oyes and The Pistol People Invest in a bage disposal, washer, dryer 753-1492 for information on
759-6499 shop.
sell $36,000.
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 Attention'
this
10
1
,
8%
interest.
Yes,
you
Quality 4 bedroom
hookup
laughter,
First
floor. Near camfeeling of security, largest
Student needs
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
A MOST
read right - under 110 on a 25
home near Murray
everything to him was
female roommate to share 2
variety, lowest priced, no pus. References. 753-7114.
TEMPTING
BUY
year-term.
753-1492.
We'll
Dial
51.
Campers
High
L
&
B
Residential
School,
Carpet
fresh
Clean- bedroom apartment Call Min
on
Everyone that knew him, loved registration or red tape in Ken-- New 2 bedroom duplex, large help you. Century 21 Loretta
1508 Sunset Blvd.,
the market,.Home has
dy. 762-2231
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9 closets, outside storage. Lease
For sale- Four motor homes 2 ing 759-1147
him
Near
Murray
Realtors
'
Jobs.
High,
A
recently
miles
west of Hopkinsville junc- and deposit. No pets. 753been
GMC's, 1 Dodge. arranged for
4191
He was everybody's friend.
charming 3 bedroom, I
41111.
tion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5, 0814.
Rredecorated
ofRe. 1 Ford Chassie. Broharn
But lust one year ago today.
IttAL IT, tat..
bath,
B.V.
Spacious
Sunday
throughout, insulated
12-5,(502)885-5914.
body. Contact Howard Brandon
The nodes ten, eoo
His life came to an end
Oo.
Nice one bedroom, furnished
living-dining Thom,
Pg
ornoo. 1,w end seller.
to TVA standards, and
at B & B Brokers. Inc 701 S
Words cannot describe the son 22. Musical
apartment 753-3949
plush
carpeting,
elec,
lARMS-NOMES
P
g
225 L. P. Miller St.
chain-link fencing add12th St. 753.4389.
•
row.
BUSINESSES
heat, built-in range,
One room efficiency apartAcross
From Community Center
ed
around
Pg
backyard.
53.0Services Offered
our loss of him has made us
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
exhaust fan, 2 window
ment, $90. Located at corner
Excellent location and
Spinet-Console
PROPERTY
Open Hours
bear.
Pg
air conditioners, two
Custom
made
cabinets
music
of 16th and Olive St, across
excellent price - upper
Listings needed! Offices
Our only consolation.
Piano
centers. book cases, hutches
bedrooms have builtMon.
from University. Call 753-4793
it
Tues. 7:30-12:30
Pg
50's.
Phone
753-1222,
Coast to Coast. Buyers
we know he's in God's care
'Wonted: Responsible
Reasonable. 436-2566 •
in vanities, desk,
Pg
Kopperud Realty, and
3ne bedroom, furnished apartClosed
from
Wednesday
Everywhere.
party to take over low
.- This year has been so lonely.
bookshelves.
Outside
Concrete and block work. Bloo.
let the "Home Team"
ment, air, carpeted, one block
Pg
"free" Catalog.
monthly payments on
our eyes are seldom dry.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
storage building plus
garages. basements, driveways
from University. $115 per mongo
to
work
for
you.
STROUT REALTY
Pg
But when we meet again my
spinet piano. Can be
workshop. Fenced-in
walks patios, steps. free
th_ 759-4538.
CLOSE TO
I leo*. anew
child, Pg
seen locally. Write
backyard. Quiet
estimates. Charles .Barnett
1111614•Wer
UNIVERSTTY
Rustic'2
bedroom
duplex
with
well never say goodbye
Ihrnt
credit manager: P.O.
neighborhood, divided
a
Pg
Another new listing -753-5476.
carport. city conveniences with
753-0136
street. A good buy at
Mammaw and all that loved
bow 537 Shelbyville,
near the university.
Pg
country
privacy
Kirkwood
Exhim.
$39,500.00.
Ind. 46176,
Proud older brick
tended Call 753-3343.
Written by Mary Readerli
home on wooded lot.
Two bedroom Townhouse apart- - Wooded lot provides serene set753-8080
Fireplace in living
5. Lost and Found'
ments, all carpet, range, ting for newly decorated three
...
room, formal dining
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano refrigerator dishwasher.
_ •,
.
,
ira,47
Lost on 280 East. Pottertown
bedroom brick located lust Mr. Executive. Ft you were ever
a .:"C%-,
or.nit.
# 5 t'•%4 We.....
room,3 bedrooms, and
#,Cti-M•doRoad, a Hawk. Wearing a bell Spruce sound board, excellent disposal, washer-dryer hookup, west of Southside shopping to believe an advertisement
,
attached garage. Sell'r. •••2caround the neck and 2 16ther condition.11100 'Peavey 200 cenfral heat and air 753-7559 Fenced backyard prgvides -believe' this' one! This hand•
ing to settle estate. Of•••:1
bands around it's feet. If seen Watt amp head and cabinet days Of 1537550 nights
security for small children and some trodevel is brick and wood
..- .
with two 14 inch speakers
fered in the mid 40's
or found call 753-0736.
Two bedroom, partly furnished, pets Glassed in back porch with wrought iron fenced court
$500 Call 753-5889.
.;.14
through
Kopperud
yard
Now picture this home
Tillo.Week
lust off U-shaped kitchen prosclieWled and
no pets. Phone 753-8731
Lost Female. Beagle. east of
Realty, 711 Main
indiiidrai Ito) Uston-ccamercad
vides -seclusion and -privacy setting amongst dozens of tall
Murray, approximately 1'7 23. Exterminating
ctriiits *al Opt Bast kd tor a
Street,
hooky
beautiful
trees
with
3 gorgeous
Transferrable loan available
ilin
Classiied
t,
years old, lemon and white,
FOR RENT:
ledger 8 hos
la t
with lower than current in- lawn underneath. Thisspactous
paid in advance SIMI dais * tkt Oval
•-•
additionaceldiseietweb:ou
wearing collar with name and / All BUGS CALI.
Beautiful furnished
id
home
has
everything
ran
game
terest rate
Dial 753chardt, an
not
itto to he
Georgia address and telephone
U.Lots For Sale
apartment, fully carto oho P1'0(0501011 ii Ste Mims Ms
1492 Century 21 Loretta Jobs, room with free standing
number Call 753-9689 after 5
gill recent, at
Wit
We
fireplace,
peted,
Tract
family
of
land
with
room
approximately
haff
17
Realtors.
block of
C
pm
steatite dal( ol
cedar paneling, brick fireplace. acres. level. cleared. 372 ft
cantpus. For 4 college
lirsi emit
Robert P.latior
Want to buy a home but in- built in
REWARD! Lost Irish Setter.
sold doting Si
ktivertisinobaneo..ei„,..? ...:
A
frontage
lust
warm
bookcases
(very
past
Kinglavoor1
girls. Available nowt
high?
terest
rates
too
If
your
inCyprus Kentucky Lake developKelley's Termite
Classitiad
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen Subdivision. State Highway
Phone 753-5565 days,
come qualifies, apply for an has
ment. Family pet No questions
•
quality cabinets and loads 1550. $35.000'firm, Call 7038 Pest Control
or 753-5108 after 6
,
LOW INTEREST RATE- loan to- of ceramic.
Leaget &
.
asked 436-5849
3 bedrooms. 3 full 921-1403 alter 6 pm
1.4,.r-„i ,
,..
Phone 753-3914
• tlillirCt
p.m.
day' The money won't last long baths.
:
4 ,
O.'
..COI 753-1492 We can't 46. Homes For Sale
6. Help Wanted
at this rate - so don't delay
to tell it all' Oh yes
.or
•
General news reporter for
Unfurnished. redecorated. 2 Call Spann Realty Associates at begin
• -4 7•
24.
owner will consider partial For sale by owner Living room
Miscelhneous
weekly newspaper, must have
bedrooms Married couples on- 753-7724 today for further in•
kitchen family room, one bath
financing
and
owner-wants
otbackground in iournalosm, 35 Firewood. 18-24" seasoned, ly References and deposit Call formation_
ter now' CENTURY 21 Loretta two bedrooms, carpeting
mm camera and knowledge of mixed hardwoods, $25 per 492-8594
throughout. newly decorated.
Jobs Realtors
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
photography. Call 527-3162.
gas heat 121 South of Murray
33. RoOms for Rent
Firewood,
seasoned oak and
Under 530Is 489-2775.
7. Storage Bldgs.
Purdeon & Thurgns•
hickory. 18". 24" Chainsaws Room for rent for girl only
atalailb
For sale. House to be moved
Share home with mother and
• Custom ,Built
portable repaired, sharpened.
lawaresac•
Tree daughter. Kitchen and laundry
753-1222
Call 753-3648
buildings Call 753-0984.
Neal Estate
removal 489-2327. 489-2853.
facilities. $100 per month.
House with one, acre Two
41111\
Seattashde Court Sq. Si
9. Situation Wanted
tt\1
Wood for sate. 436-2758.
Three miles from college. 753bedrooms, living room, kitchen
- LARGE RUSTIC
Allarray, Kiwitacky
Job wanted, house cleaning 26. TV-Radio
8661 after 5 pm.
utility room. bath and shower
HOME AND
7.53-4451
14 Words $5.80
Call 759-1255
$21.000 Euin Bizzell, 527
13 ACRES
23 Inch black and white 34. Houses For Rent
1764 10. Bus. Opportunity maple television $30 753- Available immediately, nice Just listed this choice
property which inFormer Diamond Direct 3371
Must sell' 3 bedroom. 1. bath
Well
country home with cook stove.
constructed,
cludes a modern home
Distributor starting a more 27. Mobile
4m4
home. with a large lot. Under
bath, and utility room Couple.
maintenance free, 2
Home Sales no
in peaceful wooded
F H.A approved loan. Call 759realistic and profitable
pets, references, deposit
bedroom home on 1,2
Several
barns
Double
setting.
1974
wide
mobile
business Phone 502-965-2896
$150. Call 753-7551.
acres of land with over
18 Words 87.33
out-buildings.
and
Of wrote D & S Associates Rt home. 24o36 partially furnish600 ft. of highway fron-Solid, eight room house' in ex
ed or unfurnished All electric Partially furnished 2 bedia0m_ 'fenced area for horses,
Li
10. Marion, KY 42064
cellent
location
tage.
near
94
campus
East.
Reduced
North
house,
6th.
No pets.
with baseboard electric heat
and located only 7
12 P.M. Deadline for following days Publication
Reasonably priced. °woe(
to $13,500.
11. Instructions
Very easily heated $7500 Deposit and lease tequired.
miles east of Murray.
financing available. Call 759Call
753-9208
after
4
pm
*Opole Tree School,. quality Phone 1-354-6217
income
RealExtra
good
Kopperud
Phone
4729 or 753-0908
NO care with educational• 12x65 Furnished, washer, Two bedroom house, 1'
,•2 miles
property, near M.S.U.
ty, 753-1222, for all the
Two bedroom house with carprogram, 1503 Stadium View dryer. air-conditioner, under- on 641 South. $175. deposit.
sleeping
Home with 6
details.
port. nice lot with garden,
753-9356, 753-1566
pinning and storm straps, good 753-4699.
rooms with common
NEW LISTING
Sell bat bicycle 61 lods 110 longer int. or Ike loot locker roe re had Owed away for so
located at Stella. $15,800.
Students wanted for guitar and conaitoon Call 474-2342
kitchen and living
Three bedroom, carpet. central
Completely remodeled
Financing available at 11%
Isas_Sere's
son to W someone looking for scores ol items 401 hart around We house Sat you
violen lessons Call 753-3686.
room. Also 2 separate
brick home one block
Call 489-2595
1973 Mobile home, furnished, gas heat, ainconditioned.
ii 14111.d wed
apartments. Total infrom the university.
washer and dryer, sun deck, ex- dishwasher, washer and dryer
14. Want To Buy
Wirt in sere Twill got results from row Perri, ledger 6 hems Want Id Sal welt psiracTwo bedroom brick house in
hookup, garage and full walk
come $555 per month.
Home is just like new
Si if
our new Two Wolk Warranty
Good used 5-8 hp horizontal tra nice Call 492-8956
county on 19 acres. $20.000
Out basement, fenced yard
$40,000.
Reduced
to
from
We
carpets
to the
All you have to do n place a Seven day Want Ad m our Classified sicken lor ant
firm. Call 435-4193.
Clain; shaft engine for tiller 1976 New Moon, 14x80. Ap- $275 per month References
43.6.1•M
Idik
ceiling,
plus new kitpointment only. Call 753-2219 and deposit required. 898492-8531
7513155
consortial nom. or severe lees II your leas do not soli vrtne lie first seven din. we will
47. Motorcycles
,11,1409
chen and bath.
rum
the
ad
la
6687
another CCR5•111*“ week at AO additional charge will 40 (011011COliOrti for gm
•114..1 71141a
14==a1
Fireplace in living
1=4
Honda 750 Needs minor work
ant no neestiorts asked
Two bedroom house for rent.
room adds just the
Make offer. 753-3710 after 6
151-91P1
6. brow. Si West don't forgo Si amc and garage and giber the items you no Ioneer
near hospital. Call 753-8049
right touch. Offered in
Om
kin a end for What easier war to mat esti cash?
ta
the mid 30's, and
Unfurnished 3 room house in
1980 Honda Express II for sale
Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
owner will consider
AllarrarCallemay
Coldwater, lease or rent. Call
Call 759-1158
financing. Phone 753Comity Bitchy
489-2267
1974 Suzuki 250 motorcycle
SOS Coldwater Rd., Advanced Tete building at 5 Points
AU. ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!
1222. Kopperud Real(502)7534144
37-.1ive4alc
$375 Call 753-8418 after 5
Murray, KY. Saturday, January 10, 10:00 a.m.
ty, for full-time real
SSCU 1 tth St
Dm
Included in items to be sold will be pocket knives
For sale Timothy hay. approxIlbarrey. Sty 421171
estate service.
imately 150 bales Call 492tools, jewelry, furniture, TV's, office equipment,
49. Used tars
8604.
mirrors, gloss top tables, tires, and lots of
1973 Buick Regal 350 engine
miscellaneous.
SEE MAR ARABIANS. Book
sport wheels, 57.95 Call 753
This week o load of brass items and figurines
your good mares for 1981
9710
breeding season
Three
To consign items to sell call
stallions 753-6126
We offer a
Discount
Junk cts 4148838
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WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION

I

1m°0

Dale & Stubblefield

502-365-7149 or
502-365-3467

f Will be open all day Friday to accept items on consignment Will also have soles on Jan. 17. 24 ond 31.
Am.
--Pt--aum-.,-..d

15% Cash

AKC German Shepherd puppies. registered • American
Eskimo 'puppies. Also guard
dogs 502-554-2153

on doctors prescriptions.
Vitamin Hoodquorters in Murray
A full service drug store since 1905
Alain
Maw 753-1231

514

z

a

FOR SALE

1949 Camaro, 1970
Chrysler Newport. Ca5
after 6:30 p.m. 7530193.
0

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES
104 N.4th Street, Murray, Ky.

Otter Expires January 31, 1981
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Haig Nomination Could Be First Test

DEATHS & FUNERALS
Leander Finney Of
New Concord Dies;
Funeral Wednesday
Leander Finney of New Concord died Monday afternoon at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 79 years of
age and a farmer.
Mr. Finney was a member
of the New Concord Church of
Christ. Born Aug. 17, 1901, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John David Finney and Missouri Elizabeth
( Betty Jones Finney.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lucy Rowlett Finney;
two sons, John David Finney,
.Sandoval, Ill., and Donald Lee
Finney, New Concord: four
brothers-Stark Finney, Benton, Lou Finney and W. H. Finney, Murray,and John R. Finney, Florida; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Ed Davis
officiating. Singing will be by
members of the New Concord
Church of Christ.
Burial will follow in theColdwater Church of Cfirist
Cemetery.
Friend's may tall at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today Tuesday).

Bill Simmons Dies
Monday Night At
The Local Hospital

Mrs. Dawson Dies
Rites Being Held
At Hospital; Rites
This Afternoon
Planned Wednesday FOI Mrs. Falwell
Mrs. Christine Spiceland
Dawson of Cadiz died Monday.
at 815 p.m at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was the wife of Henry
Dawson who died in April 1977.
The, deceased, a retired
school teacher, was a member
of the Belmonte Baptist Church, Cadiz. She was the
daughter of the late S. J.
Spiceland and Gertrude Pool
Spiceland of Stewaii County,
Tenn.
Mrs. Dawson is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Cornelia
Kirks, Fort Worth, Texas: two
brothers, Clyde Spiceland,
Murray. Route 8. and Lloyd
Spiceland, Dearborn, Mich.;
three sisters-in-law - Mrs.
Sally Spiceland, Murray
Route 5. Mrs. Estelle
Spiceland, New Concord,.and
Mrs. Lurline Moore, Cadiz.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at the chapel
of the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz, with burial to follow in
the East End Cemetery at
Cadiz.

Memorial Services
Held At Eastwood
For Mr. Wakeland

The funeral for Mrs. Viola
Falwell, widow of Pat Falwell,
is being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Lynn Walker, the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, and the
Rev. Jack Jones officiating.
Jimmy and Linda Wilson are
providing the Music.
Serving as pallbearers are
N. P. Paschall, Kenneth C.
lines, Edward Turner, James
Geurin, Otis Geurin, and
Clyde Hale. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Falwell, 83, died Saturday at 10:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Callow7ay
County
Hospital. She is survived by
one daughter. Miss Lorene
Falwell, and one sister-in-law,
Mrs.!ma Falwell.

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Cooper

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Leigh

Hog Market

BEL-AIR DECOR
STORE HOURS
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
00 P m.
MON FRI. 7.00 A M
Phone 753-3642 SAT. 7:00 A.M. 12:00 P.M.

WE ACCEPT
VISA 8 MASTER CHARGE
LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE

AFTER INVENTORY SALE
All Items In Store Reduced
Light Fixtures Below 112 off
Come In & Check
Unfinished Furniture Reduced
Our Light Fixture
Byrde Crystal 10% off
Prices. A Close Out
Gift Items 10% off & more
Special.
Wicker - Reduced

In Stock Wallpaper
58"Pre Double Prepasted-Strippable Scrubable
SlON Per Double
All Order Paper 10% Off
$1 2"Per Double
Interior Wall Paint Sale

qt. S6

Deluxe Wall Trim
Does Walls & Woodwork
$1 0)60
IR

Per Gal.

Reg 14 95
later Enamel
$1 1 60
Reg. 13.95 Sok
Pron. linos Inootil
$935
Gal.

Interior Flat
Rog Pries $10.95
Sal.

$
$935

The funeral for Mrs
Peachie Ann Berkley, widow
of Ralph Berkley, will be held
at 2;30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. It. J. Burpoe and Henry Hargis officiating. Providing the MUSIC'
will be the choir of Grace Baptist Church with Leland Peeler
as director.
Pallbearers will be grandsons - Gene Berkley, Ricbard
Edmonds, Mark Cunningham,
Bobby
Bazzell, Charlie
Hargrove, Terry McCuiston.
and Robert McCuiston. Burial
will follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Berkley, 84, died Sunday at 4:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
She is survived by three
daughters - Mrs. Gertrude
Pace, Mrs. Guy McCuiston,
and Mrs. Glenace Edmonds
Denton; one son, John
Franklin Berkley one sister,
Mrs. Tempie Scott: 14 grandchildren; nine great grand-

Final rites for Mrs. Tavie H:
Cooper, widow of David
Cooper, are being held today -children.
at 1 p.m.'at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. A. M.
Thomas officiating.
Paul Redden, Ira Williams,
Final rites for Mrs. Estelle
Morris Bilbrey, TommyKarLeigh, widow of Tony Leigh,
roll, Doyce Morris, and
.Sanders are serving as were held today at 11 a.m, at
pallbearers. Burial will follow the chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home,Paducah, with
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Cooper, 78, died Satul
, the Rev. Darrell Bevill ofday at 10 p.m. at the Myrray- ficiating.
Burial was in the Maplelawn
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by two Cemetery, Paducah.
Mrs_ Leigh, 87, a resident of
sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Bollinger
and Mrs. Ella Scabaugh; two 2627 Estes Lane, Paducah,brothers, Rayford Hanners died Saturday at 7:05 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital there.
and Julius Hanners.
She is survived by four
daughters including Mrs.
Festus i Dorothy ) Moody of
Murray; two Sons; 22 grandchildren; 26 great grandederal-Stati. Market
Service
January 6, 1981
children; four great great
Kentuckv Purchase Area Hog Market
grandchildren.
Report Includes6 Buying Stations

Memorial services for
Delbert C. Wakeland, Sr., of
Murray Route 6 were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Eastwood Baptist Church,
Murray, with the Rev. John
Terry officiating.
Mr. Wakeland,68, died Dec.
29 at the Veterans Hospital at
Louisville. He ,had requested
that his body be donated to
science at the University of
Louisville.
Mr. Wakeland and his wife.
Leah, who survives, moved to
the Irvin Cobb Resort Area of
Calloway County in 1973.
Survivors include his wife;
three daughters - Ann Ruggles, Ozark, Ala., Mary
Kathleen Feltner, Fort Hood,
Texas, and Debbie C. Receipt', Act 715 Est 350 Barrows &
Gilts 50- 75 higher Sows under 500 Ilas
Wakeland, Taylorsville; three stead to 50 lower, over, 500
It. 1 00 to
251
lower
sons - George M. Corning,
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Bill Simmons of Hazel died
Monday at 10 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
.Hospital. He was 78 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Church
of Christ. Born May 5, 1902, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Jerry Simmons
and Nora Charlton Simmons.
Mr. Simmons is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Uva Lee
Calfee. and three grand, children - Kate, Kim, and
Karon Calfee, DeSoto, Mo.;
twO'brothers, Noble Simmons,
Hazel, and Jesse Sitrunons,
Murray; one nephew, John
Jesse Simmons, Murray.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel after 12 noon on
Wednesday.

Final Rites Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Berkley

Quick & Easy

Reagan Meets With Cabinet Pick
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I, AY) Fresh from a "wonderful"
meeting with the president of
Mexico, Ronald Reagan is sitting down for a talk with the
former general whose
nomination to be secretary of
state could prompt the incoming president's first test on
Capitol Hill.
In addition to the hour-long
meeting with Alexander M.
Haig Jr., the president-elect
planned to meet later today
with former Sen. Richard
Schweiker, picked to head the
Department of Health and

Three Women Hurt
In Accident Sunday

Three women were injured
in a traffic accident-Sunday in
rural Calloway County according to a report from the
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rived in Washington Monday
night on his third visit to the
capital since his election.
En route from California, he
had detoured to Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico, to talk with
President Jose Lopez Portal()
in a meeting spokesmen for
both men said stressed
"friendship and mutual
respect.Reporting on that visit Monday night during a reception
honoring Sen. Howard H.
Baker, R-Tenn., the new
Senate majority leader,
Reagan said it was "a very
successful and wonderful
meeting, establishing the kind
of friendly relations neighbors
as close as us should have."
Reagan also was expected
today to name James Brady
as White House press
secretary. Brady,40, has been
Reagan's press secretary
throughout the transition but
was not offered the job on a
permanent basis until last Friday.
The president-elect hosts a
dinnor Wednesday for all the
people he has nominated to be
Cabinet secretaries and plans
-to---rneet---wtth Them - again

Mrs. Annie Adams
Dies At Hospital;
Rites At Chapel
The funeral services for
Mrs. Annie Adams of Route 3,
Puryear, Ten., were held
,Fri-day at 2 p,m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway' Monticlans. Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev. Don Park and the ,Rev
Kenny Locke officiating.
Pallbearers were Jimmy.
Stephenson, Jerry Adams.
Dwayne Cooper, Charles R.
Valentine, Darrell Wilson, and
Joe Thompson. Burial was in
the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, 70, died early
Thursday morning at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. She was married in
1928 to Novie H. Adams who
died Dec. 11, 1977. Two
children died in infancy and a
brother, Marcus Hill, died
Nov. 7, 1980.
Born July 17, 1910, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
(laughter of the Marshallitill
and Helen Wilkerson Hill. She
was a member of the Puryear
United Methodist Church. •
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Jessie Rowland, and one
broher, J. V. Hill, Puryear,
Tenn.
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Many More Sale Items

Sale Starts Jan. 2
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The Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Find Out Quick With
, SNOW WATCH
On Murray Cable-News
Cable Channel 13
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The Harlem Globetrotters
game tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena on the Murray
State University campus will
be held as scheduled, according to a spokesman for the
sponsors, the Murray Calloway County Jaycees.
Tickets will be on sale at the
door for $6.50 and $5.50.
Children under the age of 14
will receive a $2 discount off
the regular-ticket-price.

v All Dress Suits
/
1 2 or below
v All Dress Shirts
/
1 2 price
v All Sweaters
50% off
4
/
All Velour Shirts
72 Pries
Jeans
25% off
V Corduroy Jeans
/
1 2 price
v All Shoes
40% off
v All Gloves
/
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1/2 price
v Western Hats
v Coats
40% TO 50% off
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Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Anwncan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
„
G A li•
General Dynamo
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Harderes
Houblien
18M
Jenco
Smart
Kuhn'. ow K
Penwalt
Quaker oats
Teak,
ll S Tobacco
Wendy's

Harlem Globetrotters
Game To Be Held
Tonight As Slated

ell

LOS ANGELES AP)- Actress Doris Day and her fourth
husband, Barry Comden, have
filed for divorce in Los
Angeles Superior Court.
In the court papers filed
Monday, the couple cited irreconcilable differences and
stated they required no legal
assistance in dividing community property

Industrial Average

Thursday. Brady said the
meetings would focus on administration
goals and
specific issues.
Reagan's trip coincided
with the opening of Senate
committee hearings today for
his nominees to head the
departments of the Treasury,
Defense, Agriculture, Commerce, and Health and
Human Services. The committees will question the
nominees and recommend
whether the Senate should
confirm their appointments

KING'S DEN
JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE

Look at these Shell ROTELU® T Oil
values at Ky. Lake Oil Co.

Stock Market
Prof. Formal

Human Services.
Before today, Haig and
Reagan had not met since the
Republican convention last
summer.
Reagan is meeting later in
the week with other Cabinet
nominees and, with just two
weeks before Inauguration
Day, still has two Cabinetlevel posts to fill.
A Reagan source who asked
not to be identified said those
two jobs - education
secretary and special trade
representative - probably
will be decided before Reagan
returns to California on
Thursday. Several persons
have turned down invitations
to head the Education Department, which Reagan hopes to
abolish eventually.
The incoming president ar-
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Information on local school closings
(
will be displayed constantly from the
minute school officials notify us.
18

No Waiting Or Guessing
Tune In Cable Channel 13
able-Nev.%
I. Sponmored By Shoe Ritz
And The Ponhondler
In lid -Air Shopping Center

!NNOW WATCH On Murray

